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Introduction and Summary 
The contents of this thesis can be divided into three parts. The first 
part, chapter 1, is a review of the construction of a certain algebraic 
invariant for the members of a nice class of singularities of complex-
analytic spaces, namely the so-called isolated complete intersection 
singularities. Reading this chapter requires some knowledge of 
(algebraic) topology. The invariant which is constructed consists of 
a free abelian group, provided with a bilinear form and a certain set 
of generators. 
In the second part of the thesis, consisting of chapters 2-Θ the 
resulting kind of algebraic structure is studied in its own right. 
These chapters contain the main results, and can be read independently 
from the other two parts. The exposition is elementary, and highly 
self-contained. 
The last part is formed by the chapters 9 and 10. Here the geometry of 
the first part is combined with the algebra of the second. In addition 
the theory is applied to other geometric problems such as the study of 
Lefschetz-pencils. 
Let us summarize the various chapters in more detail. 
In chapter 1 we consider a good representative f : X •+ S of a mini-
versal deformation of an isolated complete intersection singularity. 
If D denotes the set of critical values of f, then f restricts to a 
œ 
С -locally trivial fibre bundle over S-D, and we get a monodromy action 
of the fundamental group of S-D on the fibre X over a point s € S-D. 
We study its effect on homology. The only interesting homology group 
viii 
is Η (Χ )/ where η is the complex dimension of the fibre X . The 
η s s 
•ν 
action of π,(S-D) gives rise to a subgroup of Aut (H (X )), the 1 η s 
л, 
so-called monodromy group. It respects the intersection form on H (X ), 
which is symmetric if η is even, and skew-symmetric if η is odd. 
There is a class of special elements in Η (X ), the so-called 
vanishing cycles. Each vanishing cycle is represented by an n-sphere 
in X which vanishes if the fibre X is pushed into a singular fibre 
with only one non-degenerate singular point. The set of vanishing 
cycles generates Η (X ), and the monodromy group is generated by 
automorphisms Ί. : χ -»• χ + <χ,δ> 6, where δ is a vanishing cycle. 
For even η the T. are reflections since <δ,δ> = + 2 in this case, 
о 
and for odd η the T. are symplectic transvections. 
The later chapters are mainly of interest for the odd-dimensional 
situation. For the even-dimensional case the reader is referred to 
Ebeling (19Θ4). 
In chapter 2 we let R denote the ring Ζ of integers or the field HF-. 
Then we consider free R-modules V of finite rank, equipped with an 
alternating bilinear form <-,->. For δ £ V we define an automorphism 
T. : V -»• V given by χ •*• χ - <χ,δ> δ, and for Δ с ν we define Г. to 
be the subgroup of Aut (V,<-,->) generated by the T. with & € Δ. This 
group Г leaves the radical of the bilinear form, denoted V
n
, point-
wise fixed. A triple (ν,<-,->,Δ) is called a (skew-symmetric) vanishing 
lattice if (i) Δ is a T.-orbit, (ii) Δ generates V, and (iii) if 
rank V > 1, then there exist δ ,δ £ Δ with <δ ,δ > = 1. 
The first main results on these objects appear in chapter 3. Here the 
problem of characterizing Δ and Γ = Γ. for vanishing lattices is 
almost completely reduced to the corresponding problem for the mod 2 
reduction of the lattice. In particular it is proven that the 
monodromy group Γ is of finite index in the subgroup of Aut (V,<-,->) 
of automorphisms that act trivially on V». These results generalize 
work of A'Campo (1979), Wajnryb (1980) and Chmutov (19Θ2). 
The chapters 4 and 5 deal with vanishing lattices over IF» , so in 
particular with the mod 2 reductions of integral lattices. We obtain 
characterizations for Γ and Δ, again extending results of A'Campo 
(1979) and Wajnryb (1980). Moreover a complete classification is 
given. The latter result is used in chapter 6 to give a classification 
for integral vanishing lattices. 
Combination of the results of the chapters 3-5 yields a 
characterization of Δ for integral lattices. For Γ some extra work 
is necessary. For an important class of vanishing lattices this work 
was done by Chmutov (1983). In chapter 7 we get results of general 
validity, using the notion of the variation extension of the monodromy 
group. In particular we give a new proof of Chmutov's result. 
Since Γ respects V , we have a representation of Γ on V. . This 
/ v0 
gives rise to a subgroup Γ of Aut (V . ), and to an exact sequence 
0 + Γ -> Γ -»• Γ ->• 1. In chapter 8 we characterize the group Γ , and 
we decide in which cases Γ is a semi-direct product of Γ and Γ . 
r
 u s 
For vanishing lattices arising from isolated complete intersection 
singularities, as in chapter 1, the classification results are 
sharpened in chapter 9. 
In chapter 10 hyperelliptic curves are used to get a new view of a 
certain class of vanishing lattices. Finally, this chapter contains 
a short review of the theory of Lefschetz-pencils. In this context the 
vanishing cycle formalism, as used in chapter 1, was invented. Our 
theory has applications to this situation. 
Most of the material in the chapters 2-5 is contained in the author's 
paper Janssen (1983). Chapter 6 almost coincides with Janssen (1984). 
1. Monodromy groups of isolated complete intersection singularities 
Our study will start with some singularity theory. We shall describe, 
or rather sketch, the construction of a certain invariant for an 
important class of singularities of complex spaces, namely the 
so-called isolated complete intersection singularities. The invariant 
under consideration will be a free abelian group equipped with some 
extra structure. Then, in the next chapters, we shall leave singularity 
theory alone and study this algebraic structure. 
Since this chapter consists of a review of well known theory, we shall 
not attempt to prove the statements made. For proofs and for references 
to original sources we refer to the book of Looijenga (1984) . In the 
story that we shall tell, many parts can be adapted to apply to more 
general situations. We shall not bother about this and restrict 
ourselves to isolated complete intersection singularities. 
(1.1) Let U be an open set in С , and let X be an analytic subset 
of U, i.e. locally X can be defined as the common zero set of some 
holomorphlc functions. If χ С X and the dimension of X at χ is η, then 
we need at least к holomorphlc functions to define the germ (X,x). If 
к functions are sufficient to define the reduced germ (Χ,χ), then we 
say that X is a complete intersection at x. Since we shall mainly be 
interested in germs with an isolated singular point, we adopt the 
following definition: A map germ f = (f ,...,f ) : (С ,χ) -»• (С ,0) 
2 
is said to define an Isolated complete intersection singularity 
(abbreviated i.c.i.s.) if f" (0) has dimension n, and the differentials 
df , 'âfv a r e linearly independent in all points of f (0)-{x}, from 
which it follows that f (0) is regular outside x. In the important 
special case where к = 1 we use the name Isolated hypersurface 
singularity. 
(1.2) Examples: a) The following polynomials define isolated 
hypersurface singularities. In the literature the notations A, , etc. 
are used to refer to their isomorphism classes. 
A : f(z) = zV+ + ζ + ... + ζ (μ > 0) 
IJ 1 2 n+1 — 
μ-1 2 2 2 D,, : f(z) = ζ. + ζ ζ + ζ. + ... + ζ .. (μ > 4) μ 1 1 2 3 П+1 — 
*, ,
 4 3
 2 2 
Е
с
 : f(Ζ = Ζ. + Ζ_ + ζ. + ... + ζ 6 1 2 3 η+1 
*, ,
 3
 3 2 2 
Ε 7 : f(z) = Ζ ι ζ 2 + ζ2 + ζ3 + ... + ζ η + 1 
Eg : f(z) = zi
 +
 Ζ
3
2 + ζ^  + ... + 22 + ι 
Ε6(λ) : f(z) = zj + ζ32 + ζ^  + XZjZ^ + ζ^  + ... + z2n+i 
% 4 4 2 2 2 
Ε 7(λ) : f(ζ) = Zj + Ζ 2 + Ζ 3 + λ ζ ι Ζ 2 Ζ 3 + Ζ 4 + ... + Ζ η + 1 
Ε (λ ) : f ( z ) = ζ . + ζ . + Ζ , + λ ζ , Ζ „ ζ , + ζ . + . . . + ζ 
ο 1 Z J 1 2 3 4 η+1 
In the l a t t e r t h r e e cases the Isomorphism c l a s s of t h e s i n g u l a r i t y 
depends on the choice of λ € С. 
Moreover, c e r t a i n values for λ are not allowed. 
Τ : f ( ζ ) = ζ? + ζ^ + ζ* + ζ , ζ , ζ - + ζ . + . . . + ζ , 
p , q , r 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 η+1 
(— + — + — < 1) 
ρ q Г 
b) Some examples of isolated complete intersection singularities 
which are not hypersurfaces are given by: 
3 
D : f(z ,...,ζ ) = (ζ. + ... + ζ ,., λ ζ, + ... + λ ζ ) 
η+3 1 η+2 1 η+2 1 1 η+2 η+2 
with Л е с , all distinct. 
p,q,r,s : f(z1,z2,z3,z4) = (z^ + z^ + z3z4, z^ + z^ + zlz2) 
with ρ,ς,Γ,ε integers >_ 2. 
c) To illustrate that not every singularity is an i.c.i.s. we give the 
following examples (without proof): 
4 (i) The union of two planes in С intersecting in a point (defined by 
the equations ζ ζ = ζ ζ = ζ ζ = ζ ζ = 0 ) , is not an i.c.i.s. 
(ii) Let G be the cyclic subgroup of GL(2,C) consisting of matrices 
С ) with C P = 1. For ρ _> 3 the germ of С /G at {0} is not an 
i.c.i.s. 
N 
(1.3) If X is an analytic subset of an open U с с , with only one 
singular point x, then there exists a real analytic function 
r : U ·* [0,») satisfying the following properties: (i) (ri ) (0) = {χ}, 
and (ii) there is a positive real number e such that (ri ) ([Ο,ε]) 
is compact and ri , -, has no critical values. Indeed, for r one may 
take the Euclidean distance function with respect to x. If r is such 
a function, then (ri ) (ε) is a compact real analytic submanifold of 
X-{x}. Its diffeomorphism type depends only on the germ of X at x, not 
N 
on the choice of an embedding of X in some С , or on the choice of r. 
Therefore it is legitimate to call this manifold the link of χ in X. 
(1.4) Now let f : (СП+ ,χ) ->• (C^O) define an isolated complete 
intersection singularity, and let U be a neighbourhood of χ in С 
on which f is defined. For f (0) we choose r and e as in (1.3). Since 
the link of χ in f (0) is compact, there exists a neighbourhood S of 0 
Г VO.E)) 
in С such that f ι is a submersion along f (S) Π r (ε). We 
'г *(e) 
take S contractible, and fix some notation, following Looijenga (19Θ4). 
We set: 
X 
ЭХ 
с 
D 
:= {ζ € f"1^) I r(z) < ε} 
:= {ζ £ f"1 (S) I r(z) <_ ε} 
:= {ζ € f-^S) I r(z) = ε} 
:= critical set of f in X 
:= f(C), the so-called discriminant set. 
5 
Finally, for s € S we let X , resp. X denote f (s) Π X, resp. 
f"1(s) Π Χ. 
The restriction f : Χ •* S, resp. f : Χ -*• S is called a good 
representative, resp. good proper representative of f. 
(1.5) In this situation the following important properties hold: 
(i) The map f : Λ -*· S is proper, and its restriction f|
s
j : ЭХ -»• S is a 
С -trivial fibre bundle, whose fibres are diffeomorphic to the link 
of χ in X . 
(ii) The critical locus С is an analytic set in X, and closed in X. 
Unless it is void (if f is nonsingular), it is of pure dimension k-1. 
Hence D is an analytic subset of S of the same dimension as C. So D 
is a hypersurface in S (or void). 
(iii) The restriction map f : (Χ Π f~ (S-D) , ЭХ П f"1 (S-D) ) -* S-D is 
CO 
а С -fibre bundle pair. Each fibre pair is a complex-analytic 
n-manifold with boundary. 
(iv) At every point of Л the map f defines an isolated complete 
intersection singularity. 
(v) For s € S-D the tangent bundle of a fibre X is trivial as a 
s 
complex vector bundle. 
(1.6) The fibre bundle f : (X П f"1 (S-D) , ЭХ П f"1 (S-D) ) -> S-D is 
called the Milnor flbration, after Milnor (1968) who studied this 
bundle (or rather a closely related one) in the hypersurface case. 
Л fibre X , resp. X (with s € S-D) is called a Milnor fibre, resp. 
s r s 
a compact Milnor fibre. 
Up to diffeomorphism the Milnor fibration depends only on the germ 
of f at x. 
6 
(1.7) In order to study the Milnor fibration, we fix a base point 
00 — — 
s £ S-D, and define a homomorphism from ÏÏ(S-D,S ) to Iso (X ,ЭХ ), 
0 0 s0 s0 
00 
the group of relative isotopy classes of С -diffeomorphisms of 
(X ,ЭХ ) to itself. This homomorphism is obtained as follows. First 
S0 so 
we fix a trivialization of the bundle f.o : bX •+ S. Then we choose 
for each s £ S-D an open neighbourhood U of s and a trivialization 
of f on this neighbourhood, compatible with the trivialization on the 
boundary. 
Now if γ : [0,1] -*• S-D is a loop in S-D starting from the base point 
s , we can use these trivializations to find diffeomorphisms 
h : (X ,ЭХ ) -* (X ЭХ ) for t € [0,l], compatible with the 
t s„ s. γ (t) Y(t) 
trivialization on the boundary. In particular we get a diffeomorphism 
hi : (І5о'
Э
 * ^(D'^Yd)' • ( \ ' Э ' Withhl|3X
s
 = l d
· 
This diffeomorphism may depend on choices, but its relative isotopy 
class does not. In fact it only depends on the class of γ in TT(S-D,S ), 
so here we have our homomorphism ρ. __ : π(S-D,s.) + Iso (X ,ЭХ ). 
diff 0 s 0 s 0 
0D 
It is called the С -monodromy representation of Tr(S-D,s ). Similarly, 
by considering homeomorphisms instead of diffeomorphisms, we have a 
geometric monodromy representation ρ : π (S-D,s ) •+ Iso (X , ЭХ ). 
(1.8) We shall study the monodromy representation on homology: writing 
h instead of h we get automorphisms h., both on H.(X ) and on 1 s 0 
H^fX ,ЭХ ). (We use integral coefficients.) In this way we obtain 
s
o
 s
o 
actions of ir(S-D,s„) on H. (X ) and H^ . (X ,ЭХ ). 
0 S0 so so 
Another interesting homomorphism on homology is the so-called 
variation of h : if с is a relative cycle on (X ,ЭХ ), then h(c)-c 
S0 so 
is an absolute cycle on X , since h is the identity on Эх . This 
S0 S0 
7 
determines a homomorphism var# (h) : H^ (X ,ЭХ ) -+· Η4 (Χ ), which 
s
o
 s
o
 s
o 
fits into a commutative diagram: 
\ - id 
3* var,, (hK 
0 
H^fX ,ЭХ ) y Η
Λ
(Χ ,ЭХ ) 
S0 S0 h, - id s0 so 
Bere j denotes the шар (Χ ,0) •+ (Χ , Эх ). 
s
o
 s
o
 s
o 
From the diagram it is clear that аг4(Ь) determines the two maps h^. 
(1.9) In a certain sense the homomorphism var^(h) behaves better than 
the monodromy h 4. Suppose that the Milnor fibre X is contained in 
S0 
a Milnor fibre Y belonging to another Milnor fibration g, and that 
S0 
л, 
the geometric monodromy h extends to a map h which is the identity 
outside X - ЭХ . If {Χ ,Ϋ - X } is excisive in Ϋ , then 
s s s s s s 0 0 0 0 0 0 
var (h) i s given by 
var^th) 
Η4(γ ,3Y ) -f B.(Y ,Y - x ) = Bt(x ,эх ) т л х ) -»• н. (γ ) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
where the first and the last map are induced by inclusions, and the 
second one is the inverse of the excision homomorphism, which is also 
induced by inclusion. In general (h)^ cannot be obtained from h^ in 
such a simple way. 
(1.10) We shall relate the monodromy action and the variation 
homomorphism on the homology in dimension η to the intersection form 
on Η (X ), so we recall the definition of this notion. 
n s
o 
— a> _ 
Since X i s a 2n-dimensional С -manifold with boundary Эх , the 
s
o
 s
o 
θ 
relative homology group Η (Χ ,ЭХ ) is isomorphic to Η (X ) by 
n s
o
 s
o
 s
o 
Poincaré-Lefschetz duality. Furthermore there is a homomorphism from 
Hn(X ) to the Ж-dual of Η (X ). (It will follow from (1.13) that this 
s
o
 n s
o 
is in fact an isomorphism.) Composition of these homomorphisms with 
the map j. : Η (X ) -»· Η (X ,Эх ) induced by inclusion yields a 
n s
o _
 n s
o
 s
o 
homomorphism from Η (X ) to its dual. This determines a bilinear form 
n s
o 
<-,-> on Η (X ) which is called the intersection form. It is symmetric 
n s
o 
if η is even, and skew-symmetric if η is odd. (1.11) For our purpose  it is necessary to know the monodromy action 
and the variation homomorphism on homology in the simplest non-trivial 
case, namely for the function f : (С ,0) -*• (C,0) given by 
2 2 f(z) = ζ + ... + ζ . This function defines a hypersurface 
singularity at the point 0. It is called a quadratic singularity, or 
an ordinary double point. 
The Milnor fibre X is diffeomorphic to the unit disk bundle of the 
tangent bundle of the sphere S , hence has the homotopy type of S . 
For η > 0 it follows that H„(X ) = Ζ, Η (X ) = Ζ, 
°
 s 0 ^ n s0 
H 0 (X ,ЭХ ) = ζ, Η (X ,Эх ) = 2. We take a generator & for 
2 n
_
 S0 so n S0 β0 
Η (X ) corresponding to the fundamental class of the zero section S 
n s 0 
in the disk bundle, and a generator δ* for 
Η (X ,ЭХ ) = Hom(H (X ),Z), such that &* takes the value 1 on 6. 
n s0 S0 n so 
Then a long computation (see Looijenga (1984), Ch. ЗА) gives that 
for the monodromy h along a simple loop around 0 £ С we have : 
var^ih)(6*) = ±6, where the sign depends on the choice of orientations. 
Equivalently, for с £ H (X ,ЭХ ) = Hom(H (Χ ),Ζ) we have 
η S0 so n so 
varA(h) (c) = ± с (δ) .δ. 
For h, this gives 1ι4(δ) = δ ± jA(6)(6).6 = δ ± <δ,δ> δ. For η = 0 
9 
we have to work with reduced homology, but the same results hold. 
Now suppose that we are given g : (С ,0) •+ (С ,0) defining an 
isolated complete intersection singularity. There exists a good 
representative for g, and this gives us a Milnor fibration. If for 
к -1 
some s € С the fibre g (s ) has only one singularity, which is 
quadratic, then we can make a Milnor fibration for this singularity, 
and we get an inclusion of the Milnor fibre X for the quadratic 
singularity in the Milnor fibre γ for the map g. Then the monodromy 
л. -
 S 0 
h on Y determined by a small loop in S-D around s. can be taken to 
s 0 _ 1 
be h on X and the identity outside X . By (1.9) the variation 
S0 ^ _ S0 _ 
homomorphism var. (h) : H (Y , ЗУ ) •+ Η (Ϋ ) is given by 
. . .
 n s
o
 s
o
 n s0 
с •+ ±c(u) .6, where δ is the image of S under the map H (X ) •* Η (Ϋ ) 
n
 ! ο π S o 
As a result we get: (hj.tx) = χ ± <x.,ì> Ì for all χ € Η (Ϋ ). 
η s 0 
If we choose the orientation on the Milnor fibre determined by its 
complex structure then we get the following results: 
for η Ξ 0 mod 4: h^(χ) = χ - <x,$> Ì , <ì,ì> = 2 
η Ξ 1 mod 4: h4(x) = χ - <χ,?> Ì , <ì,ì> = 0 
η = 2 mod 4: h^ (χ) = χ + <χ,?ί> U , <%,ì> = -2 
η Ξ 3 mod 4: ^ (χ) = χ + <x,ì> Ίί , <£,£> = 0 
Such a homomorphism h^, coming from an ordinary double point, is 
called a Picard-Lefschetz trans formation. If η is even, then h t is a 
reflection, and if η is odd, Ь # is a symplectic transvection. 
From the homotopy point of view the singular fibre X is obtained 
from X by attaching an (n+l)-cell to the zero section S in the 
S0 
obvious way. (Again we tacitly identify X with the unit disk 
S0 
bundle of the tangent bundle of S .) Similarly the fibre Y can be 
sl 
10 
obtained from Y . In this way the η-sphere is homotopically killed. 
s
o 
Hence this sphere is called a vanishing cycle, and it is customary 
to use the same term for its class ±5 (or ±o) in homology. 
(1.12) Let (X,x) be an isolated complete intersection singularity of 
dimension n. Then there is a map-germ f : (С ,0) •* (С ,0) such that 
(f (0),0) = (Χ,χ). The monodromy representation, as we have defined 
it, depends on the map-germ f. But it is possible to choose f in such 
a way that the resulting monodromy action plays a universal role. To 
illustrate this we use some deformation theory (see Looijenga (1984), 
6.C). 
A deformation of an i.c.i.s. (X,x) consists of a map-germ 
f : (С ,0) -·• (С ,0) and an isomorphism ι : (f (0),0) - (Χ,χ) . Such 
a deformation (ι,f) is called versal if for any other deformation 
O'jf ) there exist map-germs g and g such that the following diagram 
commutes and the square in it is cartesian. 
(X,x) 
(С ,0) 2_»(с ,0) 
(c\o) »(ck,0) 
Such a pair (g,g) is called a morphism of deformations. A deformation 
is called miniversal (or semi-universal) if it is versal, and if it 
has a base space of minimal dimension. Miniversal deformations exist 
and are unique up to isomorphism. Furthermore, up to isomorphism, any 
versal deformation is obtained from a miniversal one by multiplication 
11 
with a trivial factor. 
From these facts and from the final remark in (1.6) it follows that 
the diffeomorphism type of a Milnor fibre does not depend on the 
choice of a particular f defining (X,x), but only on the germ (X,x) 
itself. 
Finally we remark than any deformation of an i.c.i.s. embeds in some 
versal deformation. Since any versal deformation is isomorphic to a 
miniversal one up to multiplication by a trivial factor, the homotopy 
type of S-D for a good representative of a miniversal deformation is 
an invariant of the germ (X,x), at least when S is chosen small enough. 
(For details see Looijenga (1984), Ch. 7A.) 
From these considerations it follows that the monodromy of a versal 
deformation plays a universal role. 
(1.13) Let f : (С ,0) -»• (С ,0) define an isolated complete inter­
section singularity (X ,0) . Vie want to describe the topology of a 
Milnor fibre, which does not depend on the choice of the deformation 
f, by (1.12). A reference for this section is Looijenga (1984), 
Ch. 5 A,B. 
Making a coordinate change if necessary we can arrange that the germ 
f' : (C ,0) •+ (C ,0), determined by the first k-1 coordinates of 
f, also defines an i.c.i.s. Let тг denote the projection 
к k-1 (C ,0) -»• (C ,0) obtained by deleting the last coordinate. Then there 
exist good representatives f : X-»•S = S , х Д and f' : Я' •+ S', with 
Δ a disk of radius η in C, and with X с X', such that π o f : Χ -»• S' 
is topologically equivalent to f'. By the latter condition it is meant 
that π o f and f' differ by a homeomorphism which is the identity 
above a smaller part S' χ Δ' of S' χ Δ. 
12 
In S' we can choose t, not on the discriminant of f', such that 
s = (t,ri) is not on the discriminant D of f and such that {t} x Δ 
meets D in regular points s.,...,s only. If the deformation is 
1 m 
suitably chosen, then the fibre above such a regular point s has 
exactly one singular point χ , and this singularity is quadratic. 
lt}xû 
(t,n) 
For each ι = l,...,m we choose a small disk Δ such that the germ 
flv' : ' X Z ' x ) "^  (it} x Δ) has a good proper representative | X^ t ι 
f : A -»• Δ . We also choose arcs γ in {t} χ Δ connecting s and s, 
l i ι ι 
such that the union of these arcs is a tree. Finally we choose for 
i = 1, . .. ,m points s' £ (Δ Π γ ) "^  s . 
Above each point s' we have a Milnor fibre X . which can be identified 
ι s' 
ι 
with X , since the Milnor fibration is trivial over the arc connecting 
Ξ 
s' and s. Furthermore X is obtained from X . by attaching an i i,s i,s' 
(n+l)-cell to the vanishing cycle S e x ,. Hence X is obtained 
' ι _ ι 
from X , in the same way. Using the identification X , = X we find 
ι ι 
m vanishing cycles m X , and attaching maps for (n+1)-cells to obtain 
X from X . The fibre X' is now obtained, up to homotopy, by 
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attaching all these (n+1)-cells. Hence the pair (X', X ) has the 
homotopy type of a relative finite cell complex of dimension n+1. 
Instead of deleting the last coordinate of the map germ f we can also 
add a new coordinate f to obtain a map germ (C ,0) •+• (C ,0) 
defining an i.c.i.s. of dimension n-1. This fact and the above result 
on pairs (X', X ) allow us to prove with induction on the dimension n: 
if the map germ f defines an isolated complete intersection singularity 
of dimension n, then any fibre of a good representative of f is 
homotopy equivalent to a finite cell complex of dimension <_ n. 
The next step is to prove with induction on the embedding codimension 
of (X-,0) (i.e. by deleting coordinates of f again) that any fibre is 
(n-1)-connected. It follows that such a fibre has the homotopy type 
of a finite bouquet of η-spheres S ν ... ν S . If the fibre is a 
Milnor fibre, then the number of spheres is called the Milnor number 
of (X ,0), and is denoted μ(Χ ,0). Indeed, μ(Χ.Ο) depends only on the 
germ (X.P)» since all Milnor fibres of all deformations of a given 
i.c.i.s. are diffeomorphic. 
Let us take a look at the long exact homology sequence of the pair 
(X', X ). Since both spaces are bouquets of spheres it reduces to a 
short exact sequence 
_ _ ». „ _ 
0 •* Η ^ , (ΧΜ -»• Η ^ , (χ·, Χ ) -> Η (Χ ) •* ο 
n+1 t n+1 t s η s 
- 'ь -
Here Η (Χ'), resp. Η (Χ ) are free abelian groups of ranks μ(Χΐ,Ο), 
n+1 t n s и 
resp. μ(Χ ,0). Hence the middle term Η (X', X ) is free of rank 
μ(Χ',0) + μ(Χ ,0), which is therefore equal to m. 
The set of (n+1)-cells attached to the vanishing cycles of X 
corresponds to a basis for Η ,(Χ', Χ ). The map Э. maps this basis 
n+1 t s * 
14 
α. 
to the corresponding vanishing cycles in Η (X ). Hence the latter 
η s 
group is generated by these vanishing cycles. If (X ,0) is a hyper-
surface, then the embedding codimension of (XI,0) is 0, hence Ι,Χ',Ο) 
is nonsingular. It follows that Η .(Χ') = 0, so Э. is an isomorphism 
n+1 t * 
% -
and the vanishing cycles form a basis in Η (X ). 
η s 
n+k к 
(1.14) Let f : (С ,χ) ·*• (С ,0) be a versal deformation of an 
i.c.x.s. (X ,x) . We choose a good representative f : X •* S = S' χ Δ 
as in (1.13). Since the Milnor fibre X has the homotopy type of a 
s 
bouquet of n-spheres, it follows that X has non-trivial homology 
only in dimensions 0 and n. By Poincaré-Lefschetz duality (X , 3x ) 
has only non-trivial homology in dimensions η and 2n. For η ^  0 the 
monodromy actions on H„(X ) = Ζ and its dual H„ (X , Эх ) are trivial. 0 s 2n s s 
So we only have to consider the action m dimension n. Here we have 
an exact sequence 
0 •* H (ЭХ ) •* Η (Χ ) •+ Η (Χ ,ЭХ ) •*• Η . (ЭХ ) -»• 0 
n s n s n s s η - I s 
Η (Χ )* 
η s 
The monodromy homeomorphisms are the identity on ЭХ , hence the 
- a, -
monodromy actions on H Ox ) and H .(ЭХ ) are trivial. Since the 
n s n-1 s 
action on H (X , ЭХ ) = H (Χ )* is contragredient to the action on 
n s s n s 
Η (Χ ), it is sufficient to study the monodromy representation on the 
η Ξ 
latter group. Its image Γ is called the monodromy group of the 
singularity. By (1.12) it is indeed an invariant of the germ (X ,x). 
The monodromy group respects the intersection form <-,-> on Η (X ) 
(see 1.10), essentially because the monodromy respects cup-products 
and acts trivially on Η (X , ЭХ ). 
s s 
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(1.15) In order to give a more explicit description of the monodromy 
group we return to the situation of (1.13). The inclusion 
({t} x Δ) ^  (s,,...,s } •+• S-D induces a surjection on fundamental 
1 m 
groups, allowing us to restrict our attention to the fundamental 
group of ({t} x Δ) ^ {s,...,s }. To describe this group we use the 
arcs γ introduced in (1.13). For each ι = l,...,m we construct a 
simple loop ω as follows: ω starts off in s and follows the arc y. 
until the disk Δ is reached. Then ω follows a simple positively 
oriented loop around s. in Δ., and it returns to s along the arc γ 
again. Then the homotopy classes of the loops ω freely generate the 
group Tr(({t} χ Δ) ^  {s.,...,s },s), and hence they generate ir(S-D,s). 
In IT (S-D) ,s) the classes of the ω are m a single con]ugacy class, 
essentially since the regular part of D is connected. 
By (1.11) the image of ω in the monodromy group Γ is the automorphism 
Τ given by: 
Τ (v) = ν - (-Ι)*"*"-1' <ν,δ > 6 
1 i l 
where 6 is the class in H (X ) of the vanishing cycle S determined 
ι η s
 ч
 ·* ι 
by the arc γ . 
If s' is any regular point of D, then there is exactly one singularity 
in the fibre X , , and this singularity is quadratic. Any path 
γ : [0,1] -*• S with γ(0) = s, γ(1) = s' and γ([θ,1)) t= s-D, determines 
a vanishing cycle ±6 € Η (X ). The corresponding loops ω are in a 
single coniugacy class in ir (S-D,s), and the transvections T
r
 are in 
о 
У 
a single conjugacy class in Г. So if δ, δ' are vanishing cycles then 
there is g € Γ such that Т., = g T
r
 g = τ ... . Hence δ' = ±g(6). 
о о g(o) 
ie 
(1.16) Let us summarize a few facts about the monodromy group of an 
isolated complete intersection singularity. 
On H (X ), the (reduced) middle homology group of the Milnor fibre, 
we have a bilinear form <-,-> , the intersection form. It is 
symmetric or skew-symmetric according to whether the dimension η is 
% — 
even or odd. Furthermore we have a subset of Η (X ) consisting of 
η s 
vanishing cycles. If δ is a vanishing cycle, then the automorphism 
T. , given by ν ->• ν - (-1) < ,б> 6, belongs to the monodromy 
о 
group Г. These automorphisms generate Г and form a single conjugacy 
class in it. 
In the symmetric case <6,S> = (-1) 2, and so the maps T. are 
reflections. In the skew-symmetric case <ό,δ> = 0 and the Tj. are 
symplectic transvections. 
There is a finite set of vanishing cycles &,...,& which generates 
ч, -
Η (X ), such that the corresponding T. generate Γ. In the hyper-
i 
surface case there is even a basis with this property. Finally, 
^ — 
Γ respects the intersection form on Η (X ). 
η s 
Now we define the vanishing lattice of the i.c.i.s. (X ,x) to be 
the triple consisting of the reduced middle homology group of its 
Milnor fibre, its intersection form, and its set of vanishing cycles. 
These data determine the monodromy group Γ. 
In the next chapter we shall start a systematic study of this type 
of algebraic structure, at least in the skew-symmetric case. But 
before we leave this chapter we take a look at a property of 
vanishing lattices of isolated complete intersection singularities, 
which will be included in the axioms for vanishing lattices in the 
next chapter. 
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(1.17) Let f : (С ,χ) •*• (С ,0) be a versal deformation of an 
i.c.i.s. (X ,x) , and take a good representative f : X -»• S. Then an 
i.c.i.s. (Y„,y) is said to be adjacent to (X„,x) if χ is in the 
0 — ' 0 
closure of the set of points ζ 6 X for which (X.. .,z) is isomorphic 
to (Υ-,γ). Alternatively one says that (Χ-,χ) deforms to (Y0,y). 
If (Y
n
»y) is adjacent to (X
n
,x), then there exist Milnor fibres of 
(Y0,y) which are contained in a Milnor fibre of (X ,x). This induces 
^ - i, -
a homomorphism H (Y ) -»• H (Χ ) on the middle homology of the Milnor 
η s η s 
fibres. It maps vanishing cycles to vanishing cycles, it respects 
the intersection form, and it is even injective, as can be seen by 
taking a closer look at the construction in (1.13). 
Any i.c.i.s. is adjacent to a quadratic singularity, and in fact we 
have used this several times. Moreover, any i.c.i.s. which is not a 
quadratic singularity,is adjacent to a singularity of type A«, which 
can be defined by the function (C ,0) •* (C,0) given by 
(Z1 W "Z? + Z2 + ··· + Ζη
+
Γ 
This singularity has Milnor number 2, and admits a basis consisting 
of vanishing cycles & ,6 . Its monodromy group Γ is generated by 
T, and T. . It follows that the orbit of δ. is contained in δ, + pV, 
61 S2 1 1 
where ρ = <δ ,δ >. Since ±δ- is in the orbit of δ by (1.15), we have 
<δ1,δ2> = ±1. 
As a consequence the vanishing lattice of any i.c.i.s. which is not a 
quadratic singularity contains two vanishing cycles δ ,δ with 
<«1,«2> = 1. 
In the next seven chapters we shall study abstract vanishing lattices, 
to be defined in chapter 2. Then, in chapter 9, we return to 
singularity theory to apply the results. 
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2· Vanishinglattices 
In this chapter we introduce the notions of a vanishing lattice and 
its monodromy group, which will be our main objects of study. 
(2.J) Let R denote the ring Ζ or the field F , and let V be a free 
R-module of finite rank μ with an alternating bilinear form 
<-,-> : V * V -*• R. This form determines a map j from V to its dual V*, 
given by χ ->• <x,->. If V denotes its kernel and V' its image, then 
we shall identify V' and V/V . For a £ V we have a so-called symplectic 
transvection Τ : V -»• V given by Τ (χ) = χ - <x,a>a. Notice that Τ 
a a a 
и 
is an element of the group Sp V of automorphisms of (V,<-,->) that 
act trivially on V V v ' and (hence) also on V . Given any subset Δ of 
V we let Г с Sp V denote the subgroup generated by the transvections 
Τ, with δ € Δ. Now a skew-symmetric vanishing lattice is defined to 
be such a triple (ν,<-,->,Δ) satisfyingj 
(ι) Δ is а Γ -orbit, 
(11) Δ generates V, 
(ill) If rank V > 1, then there exist δ ,δ € Δ with <&1'
&2> = 1' 
The group Γ is called the monodromy group, and Δ is called the 
set of vanishing vectors. In the sequel we exclude the rank 1 case 
since it is exceptional (and trivial). 
(2.2) Although skew-symmetric vanishing lattices will get most of 
our attention, we shall occasionally mention the symmetric analogue 
as introduced by Ebeling (1984). In this case the bilinear form is 
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symmetric, and elements б С Δ are required to satisfy <δ,δ> = 2. So in 
the integral case the automorphisms T. are reflections. 
о 
Alternatively one could define T. by T. (x) = χ + <χ,ό><5 and require 
о о 
<δ,δ> = -2 for δ € Δ, but this gives an equivalent notion:indeed, one 
can multiply the bilinear form by -1, and use the fact that ТЛб) = -δ 
to meet (ill). 
If R = F , the notions of symmetric and skew-symmetric vanishing 
lattices coincide. 
(2.3.) Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice over Z. On the mod 2 
reduction V := V/2V we have an induced F -valued bilinear form <-,->, 
and if we denote the image of Δ in V by Δ, then (V,<-,->,ώ) is a 
vanishing lattice over F_ . 
This construction will be of vital importance for our study. 
(2.4) In the F -case the condition (2.1.ІІІ) follows from (i) and 
(ii),but for R = Ζ it is not known whether or not this is true (neither 
in the symmetric nor in the skew-symmetric context). 
Since Δ is а Γ -orbit we can replace condition (iii) in all cases by the 
seemingly stronger condition: 
(iii)' If rank V > 1, and δ 6 Δ, then there exists {_ € Δ 
such that <6 , δ > = 1. 
Our objective is to give characterizations of the set Δ and the group 
Γ associated to a vanishing lattice. The first main results will 
appear in chapter 3. For the moment we continue with some generalities 
which will be of future use. 
(2.5) Lemma: Let (V,<-,->) be as in (2.1) or (2.2) and let Δ' <=. V be 
a set of generators (with <δ',δ,> = 2 in the symmetric case) such that 
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all Т
л
, with δ' € Δ' are in a single conjugacy class in Γ ,. If there 
exist S.riL £ Д'
 s u c
h that <δ ,δ > = 1, then (V,<-,->,Δ), where Δ de­
notes Γ . Δ', is a vanishing lattice, and Γ. = Γ . 
Proof. Let δ € Δ. There exist δ' € Δ' and g e Γ , such that δ = g^'). 
Now T. = g T.,g , so Τ, € Γ . This proves Γ , = Γ . It remains to 
prove that every δ' £ Δ1 Is in Γ .δ . There is g £ Γ , such that 
T6, = g T& g"
1
. Now gtój) = g(Tg (δ2) - δ2) = g Tj (δ2) - 5(δ2) = 
T¿,g(o2) -
 9(δ2) e Κ.δ'. Hence діб^ = ±& • , 
So we are ready if we prove that -δ € Γ ,.δ . But -δ = Τ. δ. in the 
2 
symmetric case, and it is Τ. Τ. Τ. (δ.) in the skew-symmetric case. 
62 б1 62 1 
{2.6) The above proof shows that in a vanishing lattice all T. with 
δ € Δ are conjugate, and that -Δ = Λ. 
(2.7) If (ν,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice, then Γ = Γ acts on V', 
respecting the induced bilinear form on this module (also denoted by 
<-,->). We write Γ for the image of Γ in the automorphism group of 
V', and Γ for the kernel of the homomorphism Γ •+ Γ .We refer to Γ 
u s u 
resp. Γ as the unipotent resp. the semisimple part of the monodromy 
group. It is easily seen that (V .<-,->,Δ1 ), wherein Δ' is the image 
of Δ in V', is again a vanishing lattice, with monodromy group Γ . 
For g € Γ there exist ν € V, w 6 V„ such that 4
 u ι ι 0 
g(x) = χ + Σ <x,v >w , allowing us to identify Γ with a subgroup of 
ι 
V β V'. In particular it is abelian. A first step in estimating Γ 
is the following. 
(2.Θ) Lemma: Let δ € Δ. The set \7 := {v £ V
n
 | δ + ν € Δ} does not 
OC U 
depend on the choice of δ. It is a subgroup of V
n
. 
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If Γ is identified with a subgroup of V„ β V' as above, then it con-
u 0 
tains V β V'. Furthermore it is equal to V β V' iff V = V . 
Proof. Let ν € V... Then there is g € Γ such that δ + ν = g(6). Now 
if δ' e Δ, there is h € Γ such that h(6) = δ'. So δ'+ν = 1ι(δ)+ν = 
= 1ι(δ+ν) = hg (δ) € Δ. This proves the first statement, from which the 
second immediately follows. 
For the third statement it suffices to prove that for any δ € Δ and 
ν € V n n the automorphism χ ->· χ + <χ,δ>ν is in Γ . But this map is 
Τ, T
r
 which is in Γ since δ+ν € Δ. 
δ+ν δ 
So it remains to prove the "only if" part of the last statement. Take 
δ ,δ- £ Δ with <δ ,δ > = 1. Now χ •+ χ + <χ,δ >ν is in Γ for any 
ν € Vn, hence δ + <δ , δ2>ν = δ + ν € Δ, so ν £ V „ . 
(2.9) Let (V.,<-,->,Δ) and (V.,<-,->,Δ.) be vanishing lattices over R. 
A map V1 •+ V. is said to be an isomorphism of vanishing lattices if 
it is an isomorphism of R-modules, which respects the bilinear forms 
and induces a bijection Δ "•'Δ.. 
Of course an isomorphism of vanishing lattices takes (V. ) into 
(V„)
n
 , and an isomorphism of integral lattices induces an isomorphism 
of the mod 2 reductions. 
(2.10) If (ν,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice, we shall say that a 
basis В is weakly distinguished if В с Δ and Γ = Γ . We shall often 
write Τ for the transvection with respect to the i-th basis vector, 
if this cannot cause confusion. 
The remaining part of this chapter applies to skew-symmetric vanish­
ing lattices only. 
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(2.11) A quadratic function associated to (V,<-,->) is an JF -valued 
function on V satisfying 
2 2 
q(Xx+yy) = λ q(x) + y q(y) + Xy<x,y> 
for λ,μ € R, χ ,y € V. (The bar above <x,y> denotes taking the c l a s s of 
<x,y> in IF , if R = Z.) 
From the above formula it is clear that q is a homomorphism of groups 
on any subgroup of j (2V*), in particular on V . Also it is clear 
that q completely determines <-,-> if R = JF . 
In this thesis we shall call a triple (V,<-,->,q) where q is a quadratic 
function associated to (V,<-,->), a quadratic form. If (V,<-,->) is 
given, then there exists exactly one quadratic function taking 
prescribed values on the elements of a given basis B. We denote by 
q the quadratic function taking the value 1 on all elements of B. 
в 
(2.12) Now suppose that (ν,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice and that 
Γ respects a quadratic function q. Take δ ,6 € Δ such that 
<61,62> = 1. Then S1 + &2 = T 5 &2 € Δ, and q(6^ = q(62) = qCäj+äj) = 
= q ( 5 ) + q(S ) + 1 , soq takes the value 1 on every 6 £ Δ. Further­
more, for ν € V and δ € Δ we have 1 = q(6+v) = q(6) + q(v) + <6,v> = 
= 1 + q(v) + 0 , whence q(v) = 0 . It follows that V с Ker (q. ) . 
If a vanishing lattice admits a weakly distinguished basis B, then 
there is a unique quadratic function which is respected by the mono-
dromy group, namely q . 
В 
(2.13) We conclude this chapter with an example. For V we take a 
module of rank 2 with a basis (δ ,5 ), and an alternating form 
determined by <6 ,6 > = 1. Then (δ.,δ_) is a weakly distinguished 
basis for the vanishing lattice (ν,<-,->,Δ) where Δ is the set of 
23 
indivisible elements in V. The monodromy group Γ is the whole Sp(2,R). 
These facts follow easily if one considers multiplication with 
±1 +1 
Τ, , Τ as elementary row or column operations on matrices. They will 
&l 6 2 
also follow from the results in the next chapter. 
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3 · Th§ С2П9£УЁПС:Ё Ë^bgroug theorem 
The main result of this chapter is that the monodromy group of a 
skew-symmetric vanishing lattice over R = Ζ contains a certain con­
gruence subgroup of Sp* V, and that the problem of describing Δ 
reduces to the corresponding problem in the modulo 2 reduction of V. 
At the end of this, chapter the corresponding theorems in the symmetric 
case will be mentioned, but until then all vanishing lattices con­
sidered will be skew-symmetric. 
(3.1) First we recall (see for example Bourbaki (ALG, Ch. IX, p. 79)) 
that for an alternating bilinear form <-,-> on a free module V of 
finite rank over a principal ring R there is a basis 
(e,,f,,...,e ,f ,g,,...,g ) such that g,,...,g form a basis of i l n n i ρ 1 ρ 
V„, <e ,f > = d , <e ,f > = 0 for i ? ¿ i , < e , e > = < f , f > = 0 for 
O i l 1 1 3 J 1 3 1 3 
all 1,3, and each d divides d (1 = l,...,n-l). In particular 
for R a field we can choose all d to be 1, and for R = Ζ we can 
1 
choose them to be natural numbers. We shall call such a basis 
symplectic. The ideals d R are invariants of <-,->. 
(3.2) Let V be a free Z-module of finite rank with an alternating 
bilinear form, with d (defined as in (3.1)) equal to 1. In Sp V we 
consider the subgroup G consisting of automorphisms that act trivially 
on г '. It contains the congruence subgroup modulo 2d of Sp V 
η 
(which coincides with the congruence subgroup modulo 2 , where r is 
25 
the number of 2's in the prime factorization of d . 
η 
The main result of this chapter is: 
(3.3) Theorem. Let (V, <-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice over Z, Then 
ft 
Γ ^ G , in particular Γ is of finite index in Sp V. 
Before we start proving the theorem, we briefly review its history 
and we indicate the line of proof. The theorem was first proven for 
certain classes of vanishing lattices described in terms of their 
origins in singularity theory (compare Chapter 1). For the class of 
iL -singularities (see (1.2a ) the result was proven by A'Campo (1979). 
Then Wajnryb (1980) generalized this to plane curve singularities, but 
in fact his proof only used the existence of a weakly distinguished 
basis В = (a , ,a ) (see (2.10)) such that <a1/a.> = 1 for all 
i И 1, along with the condition that d = 1. The next contribution 
η 
came from Chmutov (1982) who managed to do without the latter con­
dition, which allowed him to prove the result for all hypersurface 
singularities. We shall work our way up to Chmutov's result through 
several lemmas and propositions. Then we shall prove the theorem 
under the assumption that Δ contains a finite set of generators 
{a ,...,a } for V such that Τ ,.,.,Τ generate Γ, and <a.,a.> = 1 I V a, a 4 Δ l'i 1 ν 
for all i = 2,...,v. Finally we shall use this result and some lemmas 
to prove that for any vanishing lattice such a set of generators exists, 
thereby completing the proof. 
The following result was proven by Wajnryb (1980), though stated in a 
slightly less general way. 
(3.4) Proposition (wajnryb (1980)). Let V be a free Z-module with a 
skew-symmetric bilinear form <-,->, and with a basis В = (a ,...,a ) 
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satisfying <a ,a > = 1 for ι = 2,...,μ. If χ,χ' € V are such that 
<x,V> = <x,/V> = Z, and x-x' € 2V, then χ and x' are in the same 
Γ -orbit. 
Proof ; First we treat the case where m := <x,a.> is odd. 
Step 1 : There is χ £ Γ .χ with x-x £ 2V and <x ,a > = ±1. 
Proof : Induction on |m|, where m runs over the odd integers. 
Trivially the statement is true for (m| = 1 . 
U 
Now let |m| > 1. Since <x,V> = Z, there is y = Σ n a £ V such that 
U i=l 
1 = <x,y> = Σ η <x,a >. 
1=1 1 1 
So there exists an index ] such that <x,a > ? mZ. 
For ρ £ Ζ and ε = ±1 we have: 
Τ
 ε
τ,
ρ(χ) = χ - 2mpa, - 2e(<x,a > - 2mp) a £ Γ
 x ] ι l j 3 a 
r
2eTjP(x) - χ £ 2V 
|<T ET P(x),a >| = |m + 2ε (<x,a> -2mp)|. 
Since <x,a > % mZ, we can паке |т+2г(<х,а > -2mp)| smaller than |m| 
by choosing suitable ε and p. 
So by tho induction hypothesis we can find χ £ Γ .(Τ Τ. (χ)) = Γ .χ 
1 Β 3 ι в 
with the required properties. 
Step 2 : There is χ £ Γ -χ = Γ .χ satisfying: 
(ι) All coordinates of χ with respect to (a.,...,a ) are 
1, 0 or -1. 
(n) The first nonzero coordinate is 1. 
( m ) Subsequent nonzero coordinates have alternating signs. 
V V 
Proof: Write χ = Σ ξ a . Since ^χ.,Β >| = 1, we have σ := Σ ξ =±1. 
ι=1 ι=2 
Now let j ¿ 1, and n = <a ,χ.*. 
Then 
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2+ση, „2+ση , , _ 
Τ T T (х^ = χ 1 - 2аа , 
and 
ι 2+ση 2+ση , , 
[<τ T T (χ ), a1> = σ - 2σ = -σ. 
So if σ > 0 (implying that at least one of the coordinates ξ.,...,ξ 
is positive), then an arbitrary positive coordinate of x. (other than 
the first) can be decreased by 2. Similarly, if a < 0 (for example 
after such a decrease), then a negative coordinate can be increased 
±2 by 2. Furthermore, using Τ we can change the first coordinate by 2. 
Manipulating with these operations one can easily obtain x_ as desired. 
Step 3. Now we have found for each χ £ V with <x,V> = 2 an χ £ V 
with χ € Γ .x and x„-x £ 2V, which satisfies the conditions of step 2. 
Since the conditions of step 2 and the class of x_ modulo 2V determine 
the element x., it follows that we find the same x„ for χ and x' that 
are in the same class modulo 2V. It follows that χ and x' are both in 
w 
There remains the case where <x,a > (and hence <x,,a >) is even. Since 
there is an index j such that <x,a.> is odd, we can reduce this case 
3 
to the former by applying T. to both χ and x'. (Notice that <x,,a.> 
is odd if <x,a.> is odd.) This completes the proof. 
Further important steps in the proof of (3.3) are the following lemmas 
due to Chmutov (1982). They were proven by Wajnryb (1980) for the case 
where d = 1 (see 3.1). We keep the notation of (3.1) and (3.3). 
(3.5) Lemma (Wajnryb, Chmutov). Let the situation be as in proposition 
(3.4). Then squares of transvections are in Γ . 
в 
V 
Proof: Let χ = Σ ξ.a., and let j € {2,...,μ}. Vie shall show that 
i=l 1 1 
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there is χ' = Σ C'a with ξ' = ξ for all ι * l,j, and ζ' = 0, such 
!=! 1 1 3 
that Τ CI iff Τ2. £ Γ . 
χ Β χ' В 
This will bo sufficient since it will follow that there is ξ £ Ζ such 
2 2 
that Τ € Γ iff T. € Г . and the latter condition is a trivial one 
χ В Ça В' 
2 2 2Ç because Τ_ = Τ . 
ζ β
ι
 ai 
In order to find χ' as above we first construct a new basis 
<a .a > 1 1 B' = (b, , ,b ) with b. = a, , b = a and b = Τ •" (a ) = 1 μ 1 1 ] ] l a j ι 
= a + <a ,a >a. for ι φ 1,1. 
ι ] ι 1 
This basis satisfies: 
(i) <b1,bi> = 1 for all i = 2,...,μ. 
(il) < b ,b1> = 0 for all i ¿ 1,1. 
(lll)
 Γ
Β· =
 Γ
Β· 
(iv) Coordinates with respect to В' are the same as with respect 
to B, except for the first one. 
The conditions (i) , (ni) and (iv) allow us to forget the basis В and 
work with B' instead. By abuse of notation we write ζ for coordinates 
of χ with respect to B'. 
We proceed in two steps. 
Step 1 : We may assume that ζ = 0. 
+ 1 
Proof : Applying Τ only affects the 1-th coordinate which is changed 
by ± the first coordinate. In particular the sum of the coordinates 
other than the first is changed by ± the first coordinate. 
+ 1 
Applying Τ only affects the first coordinate which is changed by 
± the sum of the other coordinates. 
The Euclidean algorithm shows that there is a word g in T,,T and their 
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inverses which, when applied to x, only changes the first and the j-th 
coordinate in such a way that the first coordinate becomes zero. And 
2 2 
of course Τ € Γ iff Τ , , С Γ . 
a Β g(x) В 
Step 2; Finding χ'. 
μ 
From step 1 it follows that for у = (+1 - 2 Σ Ç.)a. we have <x,y> = 0. 
i=2 ^ 
Also Τ € Γ . 
У В 
Furthermore <2х+у,а1> = -1, and 2х+у - а. € 2V. 
It follows by (3.4) that 2x+y € Г , a , in particular Τ € Γ . 
2 - 2 2 2 Since Τ = T_ Τ Τ we get that Τ 6 Γ iff Τ € Γ . 
χ 2х+у х+у у χ В х+у В 
Now χ + у = (±1 - ξ - 2 Σ Ç.)a. + Σ Ε, a , so using this con-
Э i¿l,j 1 3 1^ 1,j 1 
struction once if necessary we may assume that ξ is even. 
2 
Using it twice (with opposite signs) we find that Τ t Γ iff 
X Б 
τ1 e гв' w h e r e xi = < ± 2 +^) ai + Σ *•<*<· 
Xl B 1 3 З i/j i 1 
Repeating this -τξ times gives x' as desired. 
Now we can appreciate the following lemma, though we need a little 
less here. 
(3.6) Lemma (Chmutov (1982)): The group G contains all squares of 
2 
transvections and if d. = 1 it is generated by the Τ with χ satisfying 
<x,V> = Я. 
и 
Proof ; Let f e V*, у € V. Since we let Sp"v act on V* in the contra-
gredient way we get: 
(T^(f))(y) = f(T^(y)) = f(y+2<y,x>x) = f(y) + 2<y,x> f(x). 
2 2 
Hence Τ f = f - 2f(χ)j(χ), from which it is clear that Τ acts trivially 
on V*/2V'. 
Now let d1 = 1. Let Η denote the subgroup of G generated by the squares 
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2 
of transvections Τ for which <x,V> = 2. 
χ 
We choose a symplectic basis (e.,f.,...,e ,f ,q.,...,g ) for V. Since 
1 1 n n l ρ 
j(e.),j(f.) G d.V*, it follows that for g e G we have 
g(e.) - е., g(f.) - f. € 2d.V, and of course g(g.) = д,· 
We shall use induction on n, so let us start with η = 1. 
There exist ξ.f П. £ Ζ, and ν £ V such that 
gíej) = (l+2Ç1)e1 + 2n1f1 + 2v0. 
since 
2 
Τ gfe.) = g(e.) + 4n.e1 e. 1 1 11 
and 
T^ gte^ = gte^ - 2(l+2Ç1)f1 , 
it follows that the absolute values of the coefficients of e1 and f 
can be decreased by applying elements of H, until one of them is 0 
(necessarily the coefficient of f ). So thçre is h £ H such that 
hgfe^ = e1 + 2v0. 
-2 2 Since Τ T f (e +2v ) = e , it follows that there is h £ Η such that 
1 l+v0 
hg(e ) = е., and hence hgtf.) = f. + 2ξβ + 2w
n
 for some ξ € Я, w £ V . 
2(l-E) -2 
But now Τ Τ hg is the identity, and so g £ H. 
ei ei wo 
We proceed with the induction step. Let η > 1. There exist 
ξ.,η. £ Ζ and ν £ V such that 
n 
g(e ) = e + 2d Σ (ζ.e +η.f.) + 2d v„. 
n n п . , l i l i n O i=l 
2 
Applying Τ (which is in H) if necessary, we may assume that 
1 n 
ξ ji 0. Reconsidering the choice of the basis in Ze + Zf we may 
assume that η =0. 
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S i n c e ТІ - £ Η, and Т^ g ( e ) = g ( e ) - 2 ( 2 d ξ 1 + ( 1 + 2 α η ξ )d ) ( f . + f ) f 4 + r f . + f η η n i n n n l n I n I n 
we may assume ( a f t e r another b a s i s t rans format ion i n Ze +Zf ) : 
t h e r e e x i s t h € Η and ξ ,n. e Ζ, ν
η
 £ V
n
 such t h a t 
η 
* i h g ( e ) = e + 2d ξ , е . + 2d Σ ( C . e . + n . f . ) + 2d ν . 
1
 ' η η n i 1 η - ι i l i η О 
I- with ζ, dividing 1 + 2d ξ . 
1 η η 
In particular the gcd of ξ, and 2d is 1. 
1 η 
2 Using T. we find that (*) holds with moreover ξ, dividing 2d η , t.+e ι n n 1 n 
and hence n . 
n 
2 9 Proceeding in this way with T_ .„ and T^ - we see that we may f l+e i tl+tL 
assume that (*) holds with ξ. dividing all ζ.,Л with i ^  n, as well 
as 1 + 2d ξ and η . Now the class of hg(e ) in V/V. can only be primi-
n n n n и 
tive if ξ. = ±1. Hence we may assume that after a basis transformation 
in Ze, + Zf. + + Ze . + Zf . + V„ we have 
1 1 n-1 n-1 0 
hg(e ) = e + 2d e. + 2d (ξ e +η f ). 
n n ni n n n n n 
(Indeed, following Bourbaki (ALG, Ch IX p.79) we may construct a 
symplectic basis in Ze. + ... + Zf _ + V starting with the old vector 
n-1 
ei + J^iWi' + v> 
2 
We may assume that ξ is even since we can apply T f , followed 
i n n 
by a basis transformation to change its parity. Then we suppress f , 
by applying 
τ
-
2 η
η 
( dn Çn + 1 ) fr fn ' 
which is in H since <e. + ζ e , (d ξ +1) f, - f > = 1. 1 n n n n 1 n 
The coefficient ξ will have vanished after an application of 
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T. € Η (notice that ξ was made even). After a further base f. +e η 1 η 
change in Ze + Zf to suppress f in hg(e ) we get 
hg(e ) = e + 2d e, . 
η η ni 
Finally 
-2 _-2 
г
» 4.* r Tf
 r
 hg(e ) = e . 
e i + f r f n f r f n n 
Now we have proved that there is h € В such that hg(e ) = e . 
η η 
For such h there exist λ ,μ £ Ζ, and v
n
 £ V such that 
n-1 
hg(f ) = f + 2d Σ (Ç e +Ti.f.) + 2d ξ e + 2d v. 
η η n . . i i i i η η η η Ο 1=1 
(the coefficient of f has to be 1 since 
η 
<e , h g ( f )> = <hg(e ) , h g ( f )> • <e ,f > = d ) . 
η η η η η η η 
We can repeat the above reduction process with f in the role of e , 
and -e in the role of f . This will result in finding h' 6 Η 
η η ^ 
such that h'hgtf ) = f . The reader may check that in the reduction 
η η 
process there are no steps needed which affect e . 
η 
Hence h'hg(e ) = e , and h'hg restricts to an automorphism of the 
η η 
orthogonal complement of Ze + Zf . By the induction hypothesis 
η η 
this restriction is a product of squares of transvections of the 
kind desired, hence g € H. 
Now we are ready to prove Chmutov's result and even more: 
(3.7) Proposition: Theorem (3.3) is true if Δ contains a finite 
set of generators {a ,...,a } for V such that Τ ,...,T generate 
1 V al av 
Γ , and <a ,a > = 1 for all i = 2,...,v. 
Proof: For ν = μ this was proven by Chmutov (19Θ2): it follows from 
(3.5) and (3.6). If ν > μ, we define a free Z-module V of rank ν 
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with a basis (a.,...,a ) and with a bilinear form <-,-> determined by 
<a.,a > = <a.,a.> . Furthermore we let Г denote Г , and we 
л, у 'ъ 1 ' ν 
define Δ to be Г.a.. 
Now a. = T, T, (a.) for i = 2, ,n since <a4,a.> = <a,,a.> = 1, and if 
l ^ ^ l 1 1 1 1 
a i a i 
о = g(a.) for some g € Г, then Τ = gT g € Г. So Г = Г and 
δ a I 
Δ « Г..а.. Therefore (V,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice. 
Δ 1 
For any g € G there exist by (3.2) an r £ υ and x. € V, ε. ε {-1,1} 
r 2ε 1 3 
for j = l,...,r, such that g = Π Τ . We choose for every j an 
j = l Xj 
χ. ε V mapping to x. under the surjectlon V -»• V given by a. -»· a. . Then 
л,
 I
 1 i % -1 
g := Π Τ J is in G^ с Г^ = Γ, so g is a product of elements Т^ , Т^ . 
j-1 x j V Δ ^ a. β ι 
Hence g is a product of the corresponding Τ , Τ , which proves that 
ai ai 
GV C ΓΔ· 
(3.8) We apply this theory to the example (2.13). Consider V = Za ffl Za 
with <-,-> determined by <a1,a-> = 1. Then (a.,a_) is a weakly distinguished 
basis for a vanishing lattice (ν,<-,->,Δ) by (2.5). The conditions 
(2) 
of (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied, hence Γ contains G = Sp V, the con­
gruence subgroup modulo 2. Since a.,a_ and a + a_ = T^a. are in Δ and 
since each indivisible χ ε V satisfies <x,V> = Ζ as well as the condi­
tion that χ is in the same class modulo 2V as one of the elements 
a.,a-,a.+a2, it follows from (3.4) that each indivisible χ is in Δ. 
(2) 
Working in V/2V one can easily verify that Г/Sp V = Sp(V/2V), hence 
Γ = Sp(V) m SL(2,Z). So the theory yields exactly the results of (2.13). 
(3.9) Lemma (E. Looijenga): Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice, 
and consider the equivalence relation on Δ generated by <6 ,δ„> = 1. 
Then Δ is an equivalence class. 
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Proof (for R = Ζ): If <δ.,δ-> = 1, then Τ, Τ, (δ.) = δ , so if Δ' is 
1 2 2 1 
an equivalence class containing δ then Δ' с Γ ,.δ . To prove that we 
even have equality it is sufficient to show that Τ,, δ € Δ' for 
δ' € Δ'. Since δ and δ' are equivalent, the same holds for T.,δ and 
Τ,,δ' = δ', so T.,δ is equivalent to δ . It follows that any 
equivalence class Δ' is а Г..-orbit. 
Δ' 
It is clear that Γ, acts on the set of equivalence classes. Let Δ1 be 
any equivalence class, and δ € Δ. We shall show that there is δ' € Δ' 
such that Τ„(δ') = δ'. This will be sufficient since it implies that 
Γ leaves Δ' invariant, so Δ' = Γ.Δ' = Δ. Take δ € Δ'. There is δ 5 £ Δ 
such that <δ ,δ > = 1, and we have a homomorphism Ζ.δ +Ζ.δ -»· Ζ given 
by χ -»• <χ,δ>. A generator δ' of the kernel of this map is indivisible 
in Ζ.δ,+Ζ.δ„ so it is in Γ,. . ,.δ. с Δ' by (3.Θ). But 
1 2 1' 2 
Τ
χ
(δ') = δ' - <δ,,δ>δ = δ'. 
ο 
Proof (for R = F ) : Any equivalence class is а Γ -orbit, hence equal 
to Δ. 
(3.10) LepTina (E. Looijenga) : Let δ € Δ, and 
Δ 0 := {δ € Δ Ι <δ0,δ> = 1 or δ = δ 0 } . 
Then Г
д
 = Г. and V = Κ.Δ.. Δ 0 Δ 0 
Proof : For any δ € Δ there exists a sequence δ,δ,.,.,δ. = δ such 
that <6._.,6.> = ±1 for i = Ι,.,.,Ι. Let 4(δ) denote the minimal length 
of such a sequence. By induction on 1(6) we prove: δ € Γ .S. (and 
0 
hence T. £ Г. ). If ΐ.(δ) = 0, then δ = δ„, so there is nothing to prove. 
δ Δ 0 0 
If I = 1(6) > 0 we have δ ,δ ,.,.,δ ,δ = δ. There exists g G Γ 
U l Χι X iL A 
such that g ^ .) = δ , from the induction hypothesis. 
But <δ 0, g(Sl)> = ^ ( V l ' ' g (' 5£ ) > = < 6i-i'V = ± 1 ' h e n c e 
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Τ ,. . € Г. , and T. = g" Τ ,
x
 ,g € Γ
Α
 . It follows that g ( V Δο 6l g ( V Δο 
6 1 = ^ 1 ΐ ' 6 * - ! 5 e ΓΔ ·60 a n d t h at v = Κ · Δ = Κ·( Γ Δ -W
 c
 R
-
ûo· Ä-1 I о 0 
The proof of theorem (3.3) is now completed by the following. 
(3.11) Proposition (E. Looijenga): Let (V,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing 
lattice. Then Δ contains a finite set of generators {a ,...,a } for V 
such that Τ ,...,Τ generate Γ and <a1,a,> = 1 for i = 2,...,υ. al av Δ 1 i 
Proof (for R = Z; for R = F_ just take a finite set Δ as in (3.10).) 
Fix 6. € Δ. Since Δ is countable, we can arrange its elements in a 
sequence a. = 6»,a.,... . Defining V := Я {a.t...,a.}, and Г := the 
subgroup of Г, generated by Τ ,...,T , we get V = U v., and 
Δ ai ал ι l 
Г = U Г . There exists I € И such that rank V = rank V, so for 
û
 I *· U "o 
such I the group V/V is finite and V /V с ν ./V. <=.. .с v/V . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Then there is I. >_ î. such that V. = V for Í. >_ I. . Now 
(V,<-,->,Г, .{a ,...,&. }) is a vanishing lattice satisfying the 
1 1 
hypothesis of proposition (3.7). Therefore Г з Г э G , and 
1 
Γ /G is finite, so Γ /Γ is finite. 
Since Г^ /Г l с Г А + 1/Г Я с ... с Γ Δ/Γ £ , there exists 4 2 € U , ^2 1 Ij 
such that Г = rt for ¿ >_ Л . This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
(3.12) Theorem; Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice over Ъ and let 
χ e V. Then: χ € Δ iff there are у С V and δ € Δ such that <x,y> = 1 
and χ - δ e 2V. 
Proof : By (3.11) we can construct (V,<-,->,Δ) as in the proof of (3.7). 
Applying (3.4) to it gives the desired result. 
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The history of this theorem is similar to that of (3.3): A'Campo (1979), 
Wajnryb (1980) and Chmutov (1982) proved it for the vanishing lattices 
they considered. 
The theorems (3.3) and (3.12) show that a large part of the problem of 
describing vanishing lattices can be reduced to the study of a vanishing 
lattice over F , namely V/2V with its induced bilinear form and the 
image of Δ under the quotient homomorphism. Therefore we devote the 
following 2 chapters to the study of the case R = F„ . 
(3.13) We finish this chapter with an outline of results of Ebeling 
(1984) on symmetric vanishing lattices. We write 0*(V) for the group 
of automorphisms of V that respect the bilinear form and act trivially 
on V and V*/VI. 
We extend the bilinear form on V' to a real-valued bilinear form on 
M 
V' β JR. This determines an injection of O (V) into the orthogonal 
и 
group Οίν' β Ж) . Now we can define a homomorphism σ : 0 (V) -• {+1,-1}, 
called the real spinor norm, as follows. The set of maximal positive 
definite subspaces of V' β IR is a convex subset of a Grassmannian. 
Hence these subspaces can be oriented simultaneously. Vie define a(g) 
to be 1 if the induced automorphism g' £ 0(7' β Ж) preserves this 
orientation, and -1 otherwise. 
Ebeling proves that under certain extra conditions on the vanishing 
lattice the monodromy group Г is given by 0*(V) := Ker(a). In 
ft 
particular it is of finite index <_ 2 in 0 (V) . Furthermore, if 
Г = 0*(V), then Δ = {x € V | <x,x> = 2 and <x,V> = Z}. (The latter 
result is due to Looijenga.) There exist examples of vanishing 
lattices whose monodromy groups are not of finite index in О (V). 
Details can be found in the paper of Ebeling (1984). 
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4. Vanishing lattices over F ê^ïiïting weakly distinguished bases 
In this chapter all vanishing lattices considered will be over TF„ . 
We shall characterize Γ and Δ for those lattices admitting a weakly 
distinguished basis. 
(4.1) Let V be an F.-vector space of finite dimension μ, equipped 
with an alternating bilinear form <-,->. Bases В and B' in V are said 
to be equivalent if В' с Г .В and В с Г .В*. This is indeed an 
В в 
equivalence relation on the set of bases of V. If В and B' are 
equivalent, then Г = Г , and q = l·,, and if В is a weakly 
В В B B 
distinguished basis for a vanishing lattice (V,<-,->,Γ .Β), then so 
В 
is B'. We write Δ„ for Γ .B. 
В В 
(4.2) If В = (a.,...,a ) Is a basis for V, we define gr(B) to be the 
graph which has В as its set of points and in which points a , a are 
V 
connected by an edge iff <a ,a > = 1. For any x = Σ x.a. € V we define 
3
 i=l 
gr(B,x) to be the subgraph of gr(B) spanned by {a. € Β | χ = 1}. 
It is easy to see that gr(B) is connected if В is a weakly 
distinguished basis for a vanishing lattice. 
A graph is said to have radius one if it has a point connected to 
any other point. Therefore we shall say that a basis В = (a.,...,a ) 
in V has radius one if <a ,a.> = 1 for all i ^  1. 
Wajnryb (19Θ0) has proven that any basis В for which gr(B) is connected 
(e.g. a weakly distinguished basis) is equivalent to a basis of 
з 
radius 1. Indeed, choose a ε В, and define В := {a}, and 
B, , :» {a. € В I a. ? В. U ... U B, and therç is a.... € B, such k+1 ι ' ι 0 к j ( i ) k 
that <a ,a....> = 1}. There is a largest number I for which В is 
nonempty. Replacing all a. e В. by а.+а,,,
ч
 = Ί\,., a we obtain a new 
ι Я
 J
 ι j (i) j (i) 1 
basis B' equivalent to B, but now B! is empty. By induction we find 
a basis with radius 1. 
(4.3) A basis is called special if it is equivalent to a basis 
В = (a.,...,a ) such that for some k, 1 <_ к <^  μ we have <a./a > = 0 
iff i = j or i,j ^ _k+1. This is a straightforward generalization of a 
notion introduced by Wajnryb (1980) for nonsingular (V,<-,->). 
The following lemma is a slight generalization of lemma 2 in the 
paper of Wajnryb (1980) . Its proof differs from Wajnryb's proof mainly 
in the last few lines. For the readers convenience though, we shall 
give the complete proof instead of only indicating modifications. 
(4.4) Lemma: If В = (a.,...,a ) is a basis of radius one in V, and 
if gr(B,a +a +a +a +a_) is a complete graph, then at least one of the 
following statements holds: 
(i) a 1 +a 2 +a 3 +a 4 +a 5 £ Δ,,. 
(ii) a 1 +a 2 +a 3 +a 4 +a 5 € v,,. 
(iii) В is special. 
Proof: Let J с В be a maximal set containing a ,a ,a »а^, but not a , 
such that the subgraph of gr(B) spanned by J is complete. 
If a.,a.,a,,a„ € J are distinct, then 
ι j к I 
а.,+а
л
+а .+a. +a„ € Г . (a .+a.+a.+a .+a.) , s ince T„T. rep laces a, by a in 1 i ] к Я B 1 2 3 4 5 2 i 2 i 
a ,+a_+a.+a„+a
r
, e t c . 1 2 3 4 5 
Let a € В be such that <a ,a.> = 0 for all a. € J. Then we replace 
ρ ρ' ι ι 
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a by a +a, = T.a obtaining a new basis which we still call B. 
Ρ Ρ 1 l p 
It is equivalent to the old В since Τ = Τ,Τ Τ . In this way 
^ ρ 1 a +a, 1 
Ρ 1 
get a new J having one extra point: the new p-th basis vector. 
If a € В is such that <a ,a,> = 1 for all a. € J except one, we also 
Ρ P i i 
replace a by a +a.. This does not change J, but the new basis vector 
b = a +a. satisfies <b ,a.> = 1 for exactly one a. € J. 
ρ ρ 1 ρ' i ' i 
If there exist а С В and a.,a.,a, ,a„ Ç. J such that 
ρ ι ]' к' I 
<a ,a.> = <a ,a.> = 1 and <a ,a, > = <a ,a„> = 0, then p i ρ : ρ' к ρ' I 
Τ Τ, Τ.Τ.Τ.Τ ( а , + а . + а . + а , + а . ) = а , . So ( i ) h o l d s . p k j l i p l i ] k x 1 
Hence we may assume that for any a € J. := Β Ν· ({a.} U J) there exists 
exactly one a . £ J such that <a .a .> = 1. 
Ρ' Ρ Ρ' 
If J has exactly 4 elements, then J = {a,,a,,a »a,.}, so 
<a1+a„+a-+a +a ,x> = 0 for all χ € V, and (ii) holds. If not, J con-
tains at least 5 elements. 
Now we shall consider 4 cases. 
Case A: There exist a ,a € J, such that <a ,a > = 0, ρ ^  q and 
ρ q 1 ρ q 
p' ? q'. Renumbering if necessary we may assume that 
a.,a ,a.,a ,,a , are distinct elements of J. Then 
Τ,Τ Τ Τ.Τ,,Τ ,Τ Τ-Τ,Τ ( a . + a , + a , + a . + a .) = a. which proves t h a t 3 p q l 4 q ' q 2 1 p l 2 3 4 q' 1 r 
a.+a.+a^+a.+a , € Δ , hence a +a +a,+a +a € Δ . So (i) holds. 
Case B: There exist a ,a € J. such that <a ,a > = 1 and p' = q'. 
p' q 1 p' q 
Let a,,a.,a.,a .»a be distinct elements of J. Then 2 3 4 p' r 
Τ Τ Τ ,Τ Τ.Τ ,Τ,Τ,Τ Τ_Τ.Τ ( a , + a _ + a , + a . + a ) = a . , and aga in ( i ) h o l d s . 
r q p ' p 4 p , 3 1 q 2 1 p l 2 3 4 r ' 1 ' ^ 
Case C. There exist a ,a € J. such that <a ,a > = 1 and ρ' ^  q'. 
ρ q 1 ρ q 
We replace the basis vector a by b = a +a ,+a , = Τ ,Τ ,a . This does 
Ρ p p q q p Ρ 
not change J, and since Τ = Τ , Τ ,Τ, Τ ,Τ ,, the new basis is 
Ρ Ρ' q' b q' ρ' 
equivalent to the old one. 
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For a. £ J we have: <b,a.> = 1 iff a. = a , , and <b,a > = 0. So we 
ι ι ι q' q 
reduced case С to: 
Case D: For all a ,a £ J. we have <a ,a > = 0 and p' = q'. Replacing p' q 1 p' q 
all a € J. by a +a. we obtain a new basis equivalent to B, which is 
p i p i 
clearly special. So В is special, and (iii) holds. 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this chapter. 
(4.5) Theorem: If ( ,<-,->,Д) is a vanishing lattice with a weakly 
distinguished basis B, which is not special, then Δ is the set of 
χ € V-V with q„(x) = 1. 
и В 
Proof: By (4.2) we may assume that В has radius 1. Suppose χ € Δ. 
If χ € V , then χ = a. since Γ = Γ acts trivially on V . Hence 
Δ = {a.} and В is special, which contradicts the hypothesis. So 
χ £ V
n
, and q(x) = q(a ) = 1 since Г respects q = q . 
Conversely, let χ £ V-V with q(x) = 1. Write χ = Σ a., where I is a 
iei 1 
subset of {1,...,μ}. We shall show: If |l| > 1, then there is a 
J с {1, ..., μ} with |J| < 111 such that χ € Γ.( Σ a.). This will prove 
i e j 1 
the theorem by induction. 
If there is an i € I such that <x,a > = 1, then T. (x) = Г a 
and we are done. Hence we may assume that <x,a > = 0 for all i € I. 
0 
We consider two separate cases: 1 € I, and 1 £ I. 
Case 1: 1 £ I. Then |l| is odd, since <x,a1> = 0. There exists 
j € {Ι,...,μ} ^  I such that <x,a > = 1, since χ ΐ V . If there is an 
i. £ I such that <a. ,a.> = 0, then у = a. +a, = T. a, ε Δ. Hence 
0
 ^ 3 i0 1 i0 1 
т £ Г and Τ Τ.(χ) = x+a.+a. +a, = Σ a., where 
У У З з i0 i i e j i 
J = (I U {j}) ^  {l,i }, so that clearly |j| < |l|. 
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Now we may assume that <a ,a.> = 1 for all i € I. Once more we 
distinguish between two subcases: 
(a) If there exist distinct і.Д, € I with <a ,a > = 0, then 
y = a. +a, £ Δ, and ТТ. Τ. (χ) = х+а_,+а, +а. +а. = Z a , where 
Ч
 1 у χ
ι ^
 j 1
і
 12 1 lej і 
J = (I U {j}) ^  ÍUij,^}. 
(b) If not, then for all і.Д, С I with i, t i 2 we have <ai ,ai > = 1. 
If |l| =3 then q(x) = 0 , which contradicts the hypothesis. So |l| >^  5, 
and we can find 5 distinct elements of I, say l,i.,ί.,ί-,Ι.. The 
element у = a +a. +a +a +a satisfies <y,a.,> = 1, and since В is 
ll 2 3 4 3 
not special it follows that у € Δ by lemma (4.4). Hence Τ € Γ and 
Τ Τ. (χ) = x+a.+a.+a. +a. +a. +a. = Ζ a., , where 
y j 3 1
 \ "2 хз ^ iej i 
J = (ι и {j}) >ч {i,i1,i2,i3,i4}. 
Case 2; 1 (f I. If <x,a > •= 1 we have for any i0 6 I that 
Τ Τ (χ) = x+a +a. = Σ a , with J = (I ^  {ig}) U {l}. Now |j| = |l|, 
0 :L0 i€J 
but since we are in case 1 upon replacing I by J, we may assume that 
this can be dealt with. There remains the case where <x,a > = 0, hence 
|l| is even. 
If |l| = 2, then χ = a. +a. . Then q(x) = q(a. )+q(a )+<a. ,a >=<a. ,a. >. 
11 12 11 2 :L1 2 11 12 
Bence <x,a > = <a ,a. > = q(x) = 1 in contradiction with the 
2 1 12 
assumption in the beginning that <x,a.> = 0 for all i € I. So |l| = 2 
does not occur. 
If |l| = 4, then every vertex of gr(B,x) has even degree, hence degree 
2 or degree 0. This leaves us with three possible graphs: 
Δ • · · 
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Since q(x) = 1, only the first of these graphs can be gr(B,x). Let 
a. be the isolated vertex of this graph and replace the basis vector 
a. by a. +3., to obtain a new basis B' which is equivalent to В and 
11 11 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since дт(В',у.) is a complete 
graph on 5 points, it follows that χ £ Δ by lemma (4.4). 
If |l| >^  6 we use the following 
(4.6) Assertion: if |l| >_ 6, then gr(B
r
x) has a full subgraph 
gr(B,y) which is of one of the following types: 
(i) · « « (ii) · ·* · (iii) 
and this у is an element of Δ. 
We postpone the proof of this assertion and finish the proof of the 
theorem. 
There exists j € {ΐ,.,.,μ} ^  I such that <x,a.> = 1. Also there is 
an у as in assertion (4.6). If <y,a.> = 1, then 
Τ T.(x) = x+a.+y = Σ a., with |j| < III -2. If <y,a.> = 0, then 
У 3 3 *
 i e j ι l l - l l 3 
Τ T.T.(x) = x+a.+a.+y = Σ aJ, with |j| < III - 1. y ι j ι ]
 i e j i Ι ι _ I I 
This completes the proof. 
Now we prove the assertion (4.6): If (i) does not occur, gr(B,x) has 
at most one point of degree 0. If such a point occurs, then all other 
points are mutually connected, so (iii) occurs. Hence we may assume 
that all points have degree j^ 2. (Every point has even degree since 
<x,a.> = 0 for all i € I). So every point is connected to at least 2 
other points. If (ii) does not occur, then all points connected to 
a certain fixed point are connected among themselves. Hence (iii) 
occurs if there is a point with degree >_ 4. So if none of the three 
types occur, gr(B,x) has only connected components of the form 
three 
д. 
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This contradicts the hypothesis q(x) = 1. 
For the various subgraphs we have 
(i) y = a +a +a , and Τ Τ. Τ Τ (y) = a 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
(ii) y = a +a +a , and Τ Τ (y) = a 
1 2 3 2 3 1 
• · · 
a. a. a. 
ч 4 ^ 
(iii) Let a. be one of the vertices of gr(B,y), and apply 
1 
lemma (4.4) to Τ Τ (y) = y+a +3. to see that y ξ. Δ. 
1 1 
So in all cases y is an element of Δ, which proves the assertion. 
(4.7) Corollary; Under the conditions of (4.5) we have: 
v
oo =
 K e r
 ^І ^  · 
и 
(4.8) Theorem; Let (V,<-,->,q) be a quadratic form, and let O (q) be 
the subgroup of Spr (V) consisting of automorphisms that respect q. 
There is a symplectic basis (e.,f,,....e ,f ,α.,.,.,α ) in V such that 
1 1 η η 1 ρ 
either 
a) q(e.) = qtf.) = 1 for all i = l,...,n, and 
q(g.) = 0 for all j = l,...,p, or 
b) q(e.) = q(f ) = 1 for all i = l,...,n-l, and 
q(e ) = q(f ) = 0. 
π η 
Put Δ = q~ (1) ν ν . Then (ν,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice with 
Γ = 0*(q), except in case a) with η = 2, and in case b) with η = 1. 
Proof : It is left to the reader to show that there exists a 
symplectic basis as claimed. 
We prove that Δ is Г..е,. Of course Г..е. с Δ. on the other hand, let Δ 1 Δ Ι 
χ С Δ. Since χ 2 V
n
, there exists an element g of the chosen 
symplectic basis with <x,y> = 1. We work case by case now. 
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Suppose first that the symplectic basis is of type a. If y = e , then 
χ + e, € Δ and Τ (χ) = е.. If y = f,, then χ + f, , e,+f. £ Δ, and 
1 χ+e 1 1 1 1 1 
Τ
 τ
 .f (χ) = e i · I f У ^ ei a n d У И f. and η / 2, then we may 
assume that у = f . Now χ + f , е. + e + e , f , e,, f. + e + f £ Δ 
and Τ" Τ T T Τ (χ) = e, . 
fl + e2 + f3 e3 fl el + e2 + e3 X + f3 1 
If the symplectlc basis is of type b, then we can use the same 
transformation as above if у = e, or у = f,. If у = e or у = f with 
1 1 i l 
ι ^ η, we can use a similar transformation as in the last case of 
type a. We have to replace e,,f. by e ,f , and e„ by e + f € Δ. 
3 3 2 ι ι 2 η η 
Finally, if у = e or у = f , and <x,e.> = 0, then χ + у + е. + f., 
• ' • ' η - ' η 1 • ' 1 1 
у + f. С Δ and Τ Τ (χ) = e,. 
1 y+f. x+y+e +f 1 
It is easy to see that Δ generates V, except in case b with η = 1. 
The proof that (V,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice is now complete. 
M tí ä 
Next we prove that Γ = О (q). Of course Г с o (q). To prove that 0 (q) 
is generated by transvections with respect to elements of Δ we use 
induction on n. The induction starts with η = 3 in case a, and with 
η = 2 in case b. 
Let g € Cr (q) . Since Γ acts transitively on Δ v/e may assume that 
gte^ = ej. If <g(f1),f1> = 1, then g (f ^ + fj € Δ and Τ ) + f g 
leaves both e and f fixed. If <g(f ),f > = 0, then g{f.) + f. + e dà 
and Τ Τ ,, , . g leaves e, and f. fixed. This reduces the problem 
e i g ( f i ) + f i + e 1
 1 1 
to one in smaller dimension, and it remains to consider the beginning 
of the induction. 
If we are in case a with η = 3, then either we can deal with g using 
the above transformations, or we are reduced to g with g(e ) = e , 
g ( f l ) = f l ' 9 ( e 2 ' = e 3 ' g ( e 3 ) = e 2 ' g ( f 2 ) = f 3 ' g < f 3 ) = f 2 ' T h i s g 1 S 
obtained as the composition of transvections with respect to 
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el + e2 + f3' el + f2 + e3 + f3' f2' el + e2 + e3' el» V e3 + f3' e3' 
in this or reversed order. 
Case b with η = 2 is easy, and so is the remaining case which is not 
covered by the induction, namely case a with η = 1. 
The proof of this theorem is again a generalization of a proof given by 
Wajnryb (1980) for nondegenerate lattices. The result however, though 
not formulated in terms of vanishing lattices, is older and well known. 
(4.9) Now we turn our attention to special bases. It is easy to 
see that any such basis is equivalent to a basis В for which gr(B) is 
a tree as indicated in the following picture (for example the Dynkin 
diagrams A ,D ) : 
μ V 
-i 
Indeed, an equivalent basis satisfying the condition of (4.3) is 
obtained from В by taking elements corresponding to chains containing 
the left end point of the graph. (Compare 4.2.) 
(4.10) Lemma: If В is a weakly distinguished basis of the above type, 
then χ £ Δ iff gr(Β,χ) is connected or gr(Β,χ) has an odd number of 
components and can be obtained by deleting from a connected subgraph 
another connected subgraph containing a point of degree >^  3 in gr(B). 
(If such a point exists, it is unique.) Furthermore, χ € V
 n iff 
gr(B,x) consists of an even number of end points of gr(B), all of them 
connected in gr(B) to a point of degree ^_ 3 (degree 2 if μ = 3) . 
The proof of this lemma is an exercise for the reader. For vanishing 
lattices coming from A -singularities (1.2) the result was proven by 
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A'Campo (1979). For A and D -singularities it is attributed by 
Chmutov (1983) to Varchenko (1979, unpublished). 
(4.11) In all vanishing lattices considered in this chapter V - is of 
codimension 0 or 1 in V„. This implies that Γ = V„_ β V' by the 
0 ^ u 00 J 
Ρ 
following argument. Let g € Γ be given by χ -»• Ζ <x,w >v , where the 
i=l 
ν form a basis of V„ and v„,...,v are in V„„. For 6 £ Δ we have 1 0 ¿ ρ uu 
g(б) € Δ, and hence <6,w >v € V . So ν € V or <6,w > = 0 for all 
δ £ Δ. Since Δ generates V, the statement follows. 
(4.12) We can also compute Γ for the case of special weakly 
distinguished bases. We start with Γ , the semi-simple part of the 
monodromy group (see (2.7)). The basis elements represented by the 
right end points in the graph of (4.9) belong to the same class in 
V' = V/V . So if we are only interested in Γ , we may delete all right 
end points but one, to obtain: 
For a vanishing lattice (V,<-,->,Δ) admitting a weakly distinguished 
basis В with gr(B) as above it is easy to compute Г: First define a 
(μ+l)-dimensional vectorspace W over IF with a basis (e ,...,e ). On 
W we have an action of the symmetric group on μ+l letters defined by 
permutation of the basis vectors. The subspace of vectors with 
coordinate sum equal to zero is invariant under this action, and it is 
easy to see, that the representation of the symmetric group on this 
subspace is still faithful. A basis is provided by the vectors 
(e +e , e,+e2,...,e ,+β ), and if the subspace is mapped to V by 
e _. + e -»• a. then we get an isomorphism, under which neighbour 
transpositions in the symmetric group correspond to transvections T. 
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with respect to basisvectors. It follows that Γ is isomorphic to the 
synmetric group. This reasoning may seem to come out of the blue, 
though readers familiar with Coxeter systems (see Bourbaki (LIE) or 
Carter (1972)), and those fami liar with O-dimensional hypersurface 
singularities and their vanishing cycles (see chapter 1) will not 
find it surprising. Later in chapter 10 we shall see another way of 
looking at this result. 
Unless ν = 3, these lattices have
 п
. = 0 by (4.10), and hence Γ = 0 
by (4.11), so Γ = Γ is isomorphic to the symmetric group on μ+1 
letters. For y = 3 the group Γ is isomorphic to the symmetric group 
on 3 letters. These results were first published by А'Сащро (1979). 
For arbitrary vanishing lattices with weakly distinguished bases the 
monodromy group Г can now be determined by combining the descriptions 
of Г and Г . 
u s 
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5
· The Classification of Vanishing Lattices over IF 
Using the results of chapter 4 we can now give a classification of 
vanishing lattices over IF . All modules occurring in this chapter 
will be over R = IF . 
(5.1) Let (V,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice with dim V = y. We can 
choose a,,...,a £ Δ such that Τ ,...,T generate Γ (and hence i v aj' a
v 
a.,...,a generate V ) . We shall suppose that ν is the minimal number 
for which we can do this. We can arrange that <a1,a > = 1 for ι И 1, 
in the same way as this was done for bases in (4.2). A new vector 
space V over IF is now defined, with a basis В = (a.,...,a ), and 
with an alternating bilinear form <-,-> determined by 
<a ,a > = <a ,a > for all i,]. Now В is a weakly distinguished basis 
of radius 1 for a vanishing lattice (V,<-,->,A) . Let if : V -»· V be 
the surjection defined by π(a ) = a , ι = l,...,v. It is clear that 
Кег(тг) с v. and that Δ is mapped onto Δ. There is also a surjective 
homomorphism of monodromy groups Γ -*· Γ defined by Τ •*• Τ 
a ι 
ι 
We distinguish two cases: 
% -1 "и 
(5.2) Case 1: В is not special. Then Δ = q (1) "^  V by theorem 
в 0 
( 4 . 5 ) . We have t o consider two subcases: 
*\, ^ (a) If t h e r e i s a v
n
 € Kertir) with q (v ) = 1, then for any 
и B U 
'ъ ^ о, г^ % 
ν t V - V t h e r e i s ν € V - V such t h a t π(ν) = ν and q (ν) = 1. 
I t follows t h a t Δ = V-V , so Γ = Sj/v by (4.Θ) . 
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For fixed ρ = dim V and 2n+p = dim V this gives exactly one vanishing 
lattice (up to isomorphism), which will be denoted Sp*'(2n,p;lF ) . The 
number of elements of the set Δ is 2 p - 2 . The orders of the mono-
dromy groups can easily be computed from the orders of Sp(V) for 
nondegenerate alternating forms, which can be found for example in 
the book of Carter (1972) or Bourbaki (ALG). 
(b) If q vanishes on Кег(тт), then q induces a quadratic function q 
D a 
on V, and Г respects q. Hence q(6) = 1 for δ € Δ. 
On the other hand, for any ν 6 q (1) ^ - V , there exists 
'ъ —1 'χ* л* 'χ* 
ν 6 q (1) ^  V such that π(ν) = ν, so ν € π(Δ) = Δ. 
-1 # 
This proves that Δ = q (1) ν V . Furthermore Γ = Ο (q), since 
Γ = Ο"(q) by theorem (4.θ). So these vanishing lattices can be 
В в 
defined by quadratic forms, and we turn our attention to the 
classification of these. 
(5.3) Let (V,<-,->,q) be a quadratic form. If q(V ) = 0, and 
(e,,f.,...,e ,f ,g.,...,g ) is a symplectic basis for (V,<-,->) as 1 1 η η 1 ρ 
in (3.1), then the Arf invariant (see Dieudonne (1955, 1963) or 
η 
Wajnryb (1980),рЛ51) of q can be defined as I q(e )q(f.). 
i=l 1 
Now for fixed dimensions of V and V there exist at most 3 quadratic 
forms, up to isomorphism (see Carter (1972) or Dieudonne (1955, 1963) 
(i) q(V0) = 0 , Arf(q) = 1 , Iq^d)! = г
2
^ "
1
 + г ^ "
1 
(ii) q(V0) = 0 , Arf(q) = 0 . Iq"
1
»)! = г 2"^" 1 - г"^"1 
(lii) q(V0) = TF2 (so ρ >_ 1) , Iq"
1
*!)! = [q'^O)] = г 2"^" 1 
We shall denote the corresponding vanishing lattices by 0 (2n,p;IF„), 
resp. 0*(2η,ρ,·Ι·2), 0*(2п,р;ЛР2) . Since Δ = q~
l
 (1) ^ V 0, its 
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j τ *- -2n+p-l „n+p-l „2n+p-l „n+p-1 
cardinality is 2 r + 2 ^ , resp. 2 ^ - 2 K , resp. 
22n+p-l _ 2p-l_ 
The orders of the monodromy groups can be computed from the orders 
of the orthogonal groups for nondegenerate quadratic forms in the 
cases qtV.) = 0, and from the orders of the symplectic groups in the 
case q(V
n
) = IF.. For these orders we refer to Carter (1972), 
Bourbaki (ALG) or Dieudonné (1955, 1963). 
(5.4) We continue the discussion of (5.1) with 
Case 2. В is special. Then by (4.9) В is equivalent to a basis B' 
such that griB') is given by 
1 
< 
Let к be the length of the longest chain in this graph. We shall 
forget the basis В and work with B', denoting its elements by 
a ,...,a . In V we take the associated set of generators which we 
denote by a,,...,a . 
2
 1 ν 
Suppose ν € V Π Кег(іт). From (4.10) we see that ν = Σ a , for some 
U U
 i€l 1 
{ I с {k,k+l,...,v} with |l| even if к ¿ 3 I с {1,3,4, ...,v} with |l| even if к = 3 . 
Unless ν = 0 we may take i. 6 I and delete a from the set of 
0
 ^ 
generators {a ,...,a }, for 
a = Σ а = Т ( П T ) a € тг(Г .в") where В" = В ' Ч а }. 
^о ^ ^ { і 0 } 1 ак іег-Ь0} а і к в ^ О 
This contradicts the hypothesis that ν is the minimal number of 
generators of V such that the associated transvections generate Γ. 
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Λ/ τ, 
It follows that ν = 0, hence that V П Ker(ïï) = 0. Since 
Л/ л, 
dim V 0 - dim V 0 0 <_ 1 by (4.11) we conclude that dim Ker (π) <_ 1, so 
Ker (π) = 0 or Ker (π) = {0,v} for some ν € V - V . The latter can 
only happen for odd к >^  5, since V 0 0 = V in other cases. For such 
odd к we have a. + a, + 
g of V with g € (?) 
00 
ъ "V τ, 
+
 a t V - V
 Q . Using an automorphism 
V00 β ( V''' W e c a n c h a n 9 e ^ 1 6 basis in V, 
+ a. and the set of generators in V, to obtain ν = a. + a + 
1 3 κ 
Since ν Ζ VQQ, the projections Ì •* Δ and ? •* Γ are bijective. We shall 
denote the vanishing lattice ( ,<-,->,Д) by (Α'^η,ρ;!- ) , where 
ρ = dim Vg, 2n + ρ = μ = dim V. 
The other case, Ker (π) = 0 gives us at most 2 isomorphism classes of 
vanishing lattices for fixed ρ and n, one with к = 2n, denoted 
A (2n,p;F2) , and one with к = 2n+l, denoted Α
0<3<3(2η,ρ;ΊΡ ) . If 
к = 2n+1 we have of course ρ > 1. 
We shall compute the number of elements of Δ for these vanishing 
lattices. For AeV(2n,0;IF2) it is С
2
"*
1) by (4.10), and for 
А (2п,1,Ж2) it is ( 2
+
 )· Since dim V 0 0 = ρ resp. p-1, in the ev, 
resp. odd case (with the exception of A0dd(2,p;lF ) ) , we get the 
following table: 
A (2n,p;]F 2 ) 
A 0 d d ( 2 n , p ; l F 2 ) (p _> 1) 
A ' (2n,p;JF 2 ) (n >_ 2) 
| Δ | 
( 2 ^ 1 ) 2 P 
( 2 n + 2 ) 2 p - l 
(Y2)2P 
Notice that in this table η = 1 is not exceptional. 
In the sequel we shall write 
01l2n,p), A {2n,p) instead of 0*(2п,р;ЛР2) , AeV(2n,p;IF ) etc. 
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(5.5) Summarizing (5.1)-(5.4) we get:for fixed dimensions 2n and ρ 
of V', V
n
 respectively, there exist at most 7 vanishing lattices up 
to isomorphism: 
Ο/^η,ρ) 
0*(2n,p) 
0#(2n,p) (p >_ 1) 
Sp#(2n,p) 
AeV(2n,p) 
A0dd(2n,p) (p >_ 1) 
A'(2n,p) (n >. 2) 
We do not know yet for which η and ρ such lattices exist, and we also 
do not know whether or not any 2 of these 7 lattices are isomorphic. 
So let us proceed to answer these questions. 
(5.6) For a quadratic form q with Arf (q) = 0 the set q (1) does not 
generate V if dim V - dim V = 2, and if dim V - V = 4, then q~ (1) 
consists of 2 orbits under Γ . So we only find vanishing lattices 
q Ш 
θ" (2n,p) for η >_ 3. 
Similarly О (2n,p) can only occur for η _^ 2. Since in the graph of 
(5.4) the length of the longest chain can only be 2 if ν = к = 2 it 
ev follows that A (2,p) only occurs for ρ = 0. 
In a moment we shall prove that for values η and ρ which are not yet 
excluded, vanishing lattices of the desired isomorphism type do 
indeed exist, but we shall first consider the problem of extra 
isomorphisms. 
(5.7) If two vanishing lattices are isomorphic, then the respective 
sets Δ contain the same number of elements. Comparing these numbers 
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for the members of the list in (5.5) we find that only for small η 
some of them coincide. It turns out that in those cases we actually 
have isomorphisms. We get: 
O*(2,0) = Sp (2,0) * AeV(2,0) 
Ο ^ , ρ ) ^ Sp (2,p) = A 0 d d(2,p) (p i 1) 
Ο^Η,ρ) = AeV(4,p) 
Sî/'(4,p) = A'(4,ρ) 
é (4,p) ~ A0dd(4,p) (p >. 1) 
<У(6,р) -A'(6,ρ) 
0 
(5.8) We return to the question of existence of vanishing lattices 
ev odd in the list (5.5). For A and A there is no problem since we have 
actually constructed these (by giving a weakly distinguished basis). 
There is no difficulty for A' since it has been constructed from A 
Hie isomorphisms in (5.7) prove existence of crj (2n,p) for η <_ 2, 
с£(6,р), О (4,ρ) and S$ (2n,p) for η <_ 2. 
For c/j(2n,p) and 0*(2η,ρ) with η >^  3 and for (^(гп.р) with η >. 4 we 
shall settle the problem by giving weakly distinguished bases in 
(5.9). Finally, SpT (2n,p) can be constructed as a quotient of 
0*(2n,p+l). 
(5.9) We consider bases В with gr(B) given by: 
1 2 4 5 
• · f · · «L · 2n 2n+l 
(n > 3) 
2n+p — 
resp. 
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1 2 3 
• · · -
7 
( 1 6 
is ^Ч 
• 2n 
2n+l 
2n+p 
(n > 4) 
1 2 3 4 6 
• · » i r ™ - ^ « 2n+l 2n+2 (n > 3) 
2n+p 
For the quadratic functions q associated to these bases we have 
Arf (qB) 
rl if η = 2,3 
LO if η = 0,1 
-1 mod 4 
mod 4 
in the first case 
Arf (qB) 
0 if η = 2,3 mod 4 
1 if η = 0,1 mod 4 
in the second case 
whereas q (V ) = IF in the last case, since α (a.+a.+a,.) = 1. 
В U Ζ о 1 J э 
Once we show that these bases are not special, it follows from (4.5) 
and (4.Θ) that they are weakly distinguished bases for the vanishing 
и и и 
lattices of the types 0 (2n,p) , О (2n,p) for η >_ 3, and Cr (2n,p) for 
η >^  4. 
We prove that these bases are not special. Consider the three basis 
vectors connected to a in the graph. Their sum is in Δ, for example 
in the first case a_ + a, + a_ = Τ.Τ.Τ,Τ,. (a.) . 
Now we are done with the help of the following lemma, which is a 
generalization of lemma 5 in Wajnryb (1980). 
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(5.10) Lemma: Let (ν,<-«->#Δ) be a vanishing lattice of one of the 
ev odd -. 
types A , A or A , and let a,b,c t Δ such that 
<a,b> = <a,c> = <b/c> = 0 and a+b, a+c, b+c fî V . Then a + b + с ε Δ 
iff (V,<-,->,Δ) is of type Α'ίβ,ρ). 
ev 
Proof; First we consider the lattices of types A (2n,0) and 
A (2n,l). These admit weakly distinguished bases (a.,...,a ) with 
<a.,a.> • 1 if i И j (compare (4.3)). It is easy to see that χ 6 Δ 
iff χ = a for some i or χ = a.+a. for some i,j with i φ j. 
Hence we may assume that a = a.+a„, b » a,+a., с = a. or с = a
c
+ a,. 
1 2 i 4 э D O 
But in both cases a + b + с ? Δ. 
Next we look at the lattices A'(2n,0). Such a lattice is a quotient 
*\ι »ν odd 
of a vanishing lattice (V,<-,->,Δ) of type A (2n,l)· We can lift 
a,b,c uniquely to a,b,c t Δ. But now a + b + с с Δ iff a + b + с t Δ 
Л/ ЛІ Л* 'Ъ л* 
o r a + b + c + ν ε Δ , where ν is the unique nonzero element in ( )
п
. 
In V we use the basis (a,,...,a„ .) introduced above. So if 
1 2n+l « ,. 
<v, л, *, 2n+l 
a + b + с € Δ, then а + Ь + с + € Л . Since ν = Σ a. this can only 
i=l * 
occur for η = 3. 
ev odd 
If (ν,<-,->,Δ) is another vanishing lattice of type A , A or A', 
then V
n n
 can be divided out to obtain one of the above. This proves 
the "only if" part of the lemma. 
# -1 
For the converse, observe that A'(6,p) ~ 0 (6,p). Since Δ = q (1) 
it is obvious that a + b + с € Δ. 
(5.11) Now we have a full solution to the classification problem. 
Before we state the resulting theorem we consider the question which 
vanishing lattices admit a weakly distinguished basis and which do 
not. Our results thus far are the following: 
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By (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) weakly distinguished bases can only exist 
for lattices of the types A ev(2n,p), A 0 d d(2n,p), 0*(2n,p), 0*(2η,ρ) 
ff 
and O (2n,p). We have constructed such bases for all of these lattices 
with the exception of 0"(6,p) = Α'ίβ,ρ). We cannot be blamed for this 
ft 
omission since the lattices 0 (6,p) do not admit a weakly distinguished 
basis, as we are about to prove. 
и 
Suppose that (ν,<-,->,Δ) is a vanishing lattice of type 0"(6,p) and 
that {a.,...,a } с Δ is a set of generators for V such that the  
ä ^ 
corresponding transvections generate Γ. Since 0
n
(6,p) = Α'ίδ,ρ) we can 
'v 'v odd 
find a vanishing lattice (ν,<-,->,Δ) of type A (6,p+l) and a 
surjective linear map π : V ->• V such that тЦД) = Δ as in (5.4). The 
kernel of π is contained in (V) , and ir maps Δ bijectively to Δ. It 
follows that we can lift each a to an element a. € Δ in exactly one 
way. The transvections Τ generate a group Γ contained in the 
a. 
monodromy group Γ . But from this construction we get a surjective 
л.
 Δ 
homomorphism Γ •+ Γ, whereas the latter group is isomorphic to Γ 
Λ 
Since all groups concerned are finite, it follows that Г = Г . But then 
Δ 
ι, % и 
the a. generate V, so ν >_ 7+p. It follows that lattices CrL(6,p) do 
not admit weakly distinguished bases. 
Of course the same proof works for other lattices A'(2n,p) or 
Sp*(2n,p) with η > 2. 
We summarize our results in a theorem (and include the rank 1 case). 
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(5.12) Theorem: 
(i) Up to isomorphism, the vanishing lattices over IF« are given by 
the following list: 
Cf (2n,p) for η >^  1, ρ >_ 0 
ë 
θ"(2η,ρ) for η >_ 3, ρ >_ О 
Ο*(2η,ρ) for η >^  2, ρ ^ . 1 
Sp (2η,ρ) for η >^  1, ρ >^  0 
ev 
Α (2η,ρ) for η = 1, ρ = 0 or η >_ 2, ρ j^  0 
Α (2η,ρ) for η >_ 1, ρ ^  1 or η = 0, ρ = 1 
Α' (2η,ρ) for η >^  2, ρ >_ 0 
(ii) The lattices appearing under more than one name are: 
(/[(2,0) = Sp*(2,0) » Aev(2,0) 
0^(2,p) ~ Si/,(2,p) = A0dd(2,p) (p >. 1) 
0^(4,?) = AeV(4,p) 
0*(4,р) ~ A0dd(4,p) ( P I D 
Sp*(4,p) ~ A,(4,p) 
(^ (6,p) = АЧб.р) 
(ili) Weakly distinguished bases exist for the members of the Ο., 
О?, (Г , A and A -series, with the exception of <x!.(6,p) = A' (6,p) . 
For other vanishing lattices (the members of the A' and Sp -series, 
with the exception of Sp*(2,p) ~0*(2,ρ)) weakly distinguished 
bases do not exist. 
(5.13) From the discussions in (5.1)-(5.4) it follows that any 
vanishing lattice of dimension μ admits a set of generators 
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{a,,...,a } such that the Τ generate the monodromy group. It is 
also clear that V = V , except in the cases 0 (2n,p) and Λ (2n,p) 
with η >^  2. In these lattices V
n
 is of codimension 1 in V . 
To conclude this chapter we shall give a characterization of lattices 
ev odd 
of the types A , A , A'. 
(5.14) Proposition ; For a vanishing lattice (ν,<-,->,Δ) the following 
statements are equivalent: 
ev odd (i) ( ,<-,->,Д) is not of one of the types A , A , A'. 
(ii) There exist Vj с V, Δ 1 с Δ such that (v1'<-'->/v χ ν ' Δ 1 ) i s a 
vanishing lattice of type 0.(6,0). 
ev odd . 
Proof : If ( ,<-,->,Д) is not of one of the types A , A or A', then 
it either admits a weakly distinguished basis as in (5.9), or it is of 
M 
type Sp . In the latter case it is a quotient of a lattice of type 
и 
О (2n,p) with η >^  3, and this one has a w.d.basis as in (5.9). 
To all these bases correspond graphs containing a full subgraph as in 
fig. 1. This subgraph corresponds to a w.d. basis of a vanishing 
lattice of type of (6,0). Now we take for (V. ,<-,->.„ ,Δ ) the sub-
1 1 ' ι ι 
lattice of V corresponding to this graph, resp. its image in 
Sp*(2n,p-1) if V was of this type. (If η = 3 in the latter case, then 
V = V but Δ ¿ Δ .) 
а с 
-· · ·-
è ь 
fig. 1 
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On the other hand, let V be a subspace of V, and Δ. a subset of Λ 
и 
such that (V. ,<-,->,Aj) is a vanishing lattice of type O"(6,0). Fig. 
gives a graph corresponding to a weakly distinguished basis of this 
lattice, and the points labeled a,b,c represent elements of Δ 
satisfying the conditions of lemma (5.10). It follows that either V 
ev odd is of type A'(6,p) or it is not of any of the types A , A , A'. 
Dividing out V we see that the first case cannot occur since A'(6,0) 
il 
does not contain 0.(6,0) in the sense of statement (ii). 
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6· T?ÎË EìaEEìfi£§£ì9D 2f І3£ва?§1 vanishing lattices 
Now we can also classify vanishing lattices over Z. The main tools 
used in this enterprise are the theorems (3.12) and (5.12); the first 
almost reduces the problem of describing Δ to the problem for lattices 
over JF , the second gives the classification of vanishing lattices 
over IF . A third tool is the invariant defined in (6.1). 
(6.1) Let (V,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice over Z. If j : V -f V* 
denotes the adjoint of <-,-> as in (2.1), then we have a homomorphism 
j"1(2V*) -> j"1(2V*)/2V^ (V) 0 4- (V) 0/(V) 0 0 
by composition (V = V/2V as in (2.3)). By (5.13) the group (V)0/(V) 
is either trivial or isomorphic to Z/2Z, hence we have a canonical 
homomorphism j~ (2V*) ->• Z/2Z. 
For a homomorphism φ : j (2V*) •+ Z/2Z we define 
к (φ) := max {к | i(j~1(2kV*)) ^ 0 } , to be read as » if ф(
 0 ) ¿ 0, 
and as 0 if φ = 0. 
If φ is the homomorphism defined above we write к (V) instead of 
к 0(ф). 
The following lemma shows that k
n
 is a very strong invariant. 
(6.2) Lemma: Let V be a free abelian group of finite rank with an 
alternating bilinear form <-,->. If j denotes the adjoint of this form 
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and φ, ψ : j (2V*) -»• Z/2Z are homomorphisms, then there is an auto­
morphism α of (V,<-,->) such that φ ο α = ψ iff )с0(Ф) = ^ Q W · 
Proof : The "only if" part is trivial, and so is the "if" part for the 
case к
п
(Ф) = 0. If φ φ 0 then we shall prove that there is a 
-1 к о ( ф ) 
symplectic basis such that only the first basis element in j (2 V*) 
(resp. V if к
п
(Ф) = "lis not in Ker φ. Clearly this is sufficient. 
Choose a symplectic basis (e,, f,,..., e , f , g,,..., g ) for (V,<-,->) 
i l η η ι ρ 
as in (3.1), and let χ be the first basis element with φ(χ) = 1. If 
we have ф(у) = 1 for another basis element y, then we replace 
(e ,f.,...,x) by (e.,f ,... ,x+y), and extend this to a new symplectic 
basis (see for example Bourbaki (ALG), p. 79,80). Since ф(х+у) = 0, 
the first "bad" element in the new basis occurs later than in the old 
one. Repetition of this procedure eventually gives a basis 
(e!,f',...,β',f',g!,...,g') with only one bad element, which may be 1 1 η n i ρ •' 
assumed to be g! or some e'. If e' φ e' is the first basis element in 
-1 Ф) j (2 V*), then d = d.d
c
 for some odd integer d. 
Replacing e!, f!, e', f' by 
x. x. m m 
i(d+l)e¿+e;, 2fi-f¿f df· -I(d+l)f;, de¿ +2e; 
(in that order) yields a new symplectic basis 
(e,,,,f';,...,e",f,,,g,I,...,g^ ) with e'.' = ¿(d+Deî+e' as its unique bad 1 1 n n l ρ t. ¿ x m 
element.This completes the proof. 
Using this lemma we can now prove the following theorem which is the 
key to the classification. 
(6.3) Theorem: Let (V. ,<-,->,Δ ) and (4 ,<-,->,bj\ be vanishing 
lattices over Z. They are isomorphic iff (i) they are isomorphic as 
groups with a bilinear form, (ii) their mod 2 reductions are isomorphic 
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as vanishing lattices, and (iii) к (V ) = к (V ). 
Proof: It is clear that the three conditions are necessary. To prove 
sufficiency, let us first observe that condition (i) allows us to 
identify (V ,<-,->) and (V ,<-,->) to a single lattice (V,<-,->). 
By condition (iii) and lemma (6.2) we can do this in such a way that 
Δ and Δ give rise to the same (V)... Condition (ii) implies that 
there is an isomorphism α : (V,<-,->,Δ ) -»• (V,<-,->,Δ ). It restricts 
to an automorphism α of (V) which respects (ν)
η η
 by (2.9). Now we 
define an automorphism 0 of V by its values on a symplectic basis: 
ß(x) := α (χ) if χ is a basis vector in (V)
n
, and B(x) := χ if χ is 
an other basis vector. Since 0-1 maps V to (V)
n n
, it follows that 0 
respects Δ and Δ . Hence 0 » α is an isomorphism 
(V,<-,->,Δ ) ·> (V,<-,->,Δ ) that leaves (V) pointwise fixed. In 
и _ 
particular 0 о a £ Sp (V). This group is generated by transvections 
(as is well known, but it can also be seen from (5.12)). Of course we 
can lift these transvections to Sjr (V), and hence 0 ο α can be lifted. 
It follows from theorem (3.12) that this lift is an isomorphism 
( ,<-,->,Л ) •+ (ν,<-,->,Δ2) as required. 
(6.4) For vanishing lattices whose mod 2 reduction is of type 0*, 0*f, 
0# or Sp*, the proof of (6.3) can be greatly simplified, since Δ can 
и 
be characterized intrinsically. For example, in the Sp case, we 
have Δ = {x € V | <x,V> = z}. A similar description of Δ is not known 
for the other vanishing lattices. 
(6.5) It is a consequence of theorem (6.3) that an isomorphism class 
of integral vanishing lattices is uniquely determined by 
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(i) the invariants d ,...,d ,ρ of the bilinear form, 
ι η 
(li) one of the symbols 0*, 0*, 0^, Sp*, A , A , A', coming 
from the classification of vanishing lattices over I" , and 
(iii) in the cases 0 and A 0 , the invariant к . (In the other 
cases к is always 0.) 
This prompts us to use notations like of(d.,...,d ;p) or 
1 1 η 
м 0π (¿,, ,...,d ;p;k.) where in the latter case k„ can assume the values 
Ι η и 0 
» (only if ρ > 0), о (only if d is even) or к with 0 < к < » (only 
if there is an i for which d is an odd multiple of 2 ).These notations 
need no further comment. 
Now we can give a complete classification of integral vanishing 
lattices. 
(6.6) Theorem: Up to isomorphism integral vanishing lattices are 
given by the following list (where 2n = rank V', ρ = rank V , m is 
the number of odd d 's)-
0*(d.,...,d ;p) i l η 
(/(d.,...^  ;p) (m > 3) 
υ ι η — 
d* (d1,...,dnjp;k0) (m Д 2; η > m or ρ > 0; k 0 > 0) 
Sp*(d1,...,dn;p) 
ev A (d.,...,d ;p) (if m = 1, then η = 1 and ρ = 0) 
A (d ,...,d ;Ρ;)0 (η > m or ρ > 0; к. = 0 iff m = 1; ρ = 1 if 
η = 0) 
A'(d,,...,d »ρ) (m > 2) i n — 
Weakly distinguished bases exist for the lattices in the classes 
0*, 0*, c/, A e V, A 0 d , with the exception of those 0* for which m = 3. 
The other lattices do not admit weakly distinguished bases. 
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There exist some isomorphisms between the lattices of the list. They 
correspond to the isomorphisms in theorem (5.12). 
Proof : From the theorems (5.12) and (6.3) it follows that the list is 
exhaustive. Lattices of the types Sp and A' (including the ol with 
m = 3) do not admit weakly distinguished bases since their mod 2 
reductions don't (5.12.ili). We shall prove existence of the lattices 
which are claimed to have weakly distinguished bases by giving such 
bases. But we postpone this until (6.7), and use these lattices to 
construct the others. 
From <T (d ,...,d ;p+l;'=) resp. A (d ,...,d ;p+l,»>) we can get 
Sp (d ,...,d ;p) resp. A'(d ,...,d ;p) by dividing out a primitive 
"bad" element of V-. 
(6.7) We complete the proof of (6.6) by giving weakly distinguished 
bases. The relevant information will be encoded in a directed graph 
with possibly multiple edges. Each vertex will represent an element 
of the basis, and the meaning of the edges will be as follows: 
• ) · means <a.,a.> = d > 0, where d is deleted if it is 1 
i d j x 3 
• # means <a.,a.> = 0. 
On an edge we shall delete the arrow indicating the direction if the 
converse direction gives rise to an isomorphic graph. There will 
always be a basis element a. with <a ,a > = 1 for all i ^ 1. Arrows 
will be deleted from the edges (1,1). Sometimes φ > ) # resp. 
#-»}—· shall replace # — ) φ , resp. щ—)—« 
d3 
(Compare these graphs with those of (4.2).) 
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We shall first treat the cases o*, O* and О . 
(6.8) Graphs corresponding to weakly distinguished bases for lattices 
м м » 
of the types СГ, СГ, О" are shown in fig.2. Using the algorithm 
for the construction of a symplectic basis as described e.g. in 
Bourbaki (ALG) and starting with the basis elements a. and a., one 
сгш easily verify that the bilinear form and the quadratic form have 
the invariants they are claimed to have. It remains to show that the 
и и и 
mod 2 reductions of these lattices belong to the classes О , О", О . 
For m < 2 this is a trivial condition because of (5.12 ii), and for 
m ì_ 3 (resp. m >_ 4 in the 0 -case) the corresponding graphs for 
the mod 2 reductions contain a full subgraph as in fig. 1. 
и 
This subgraph corresponds to a sublattice of type O"(6,0;IF. ), and 
we are done by (5.14). 
fig.l 
(6.9) For the other cases (A , A ) the graphs are given in fig.3. 
For the sake of clarity we list the values of the bilinear form on 
pairs of basis elements, and use the graphs only as mnemonic tools. 
ev 
A (d ,...,d;p) : 
ι η 
<a1,a > = 1 for all i jí 1 
<a. i»*^ = d· f o r 3 = 2,...,m and 1 = 2j,...,2m 
<a_.,a.> = d for j = 2,...,m and i = 2j+l,.../2m 
<a ,a > = d for j = m+Ι,...,η 
<a.,a > = 0 if (i,j) and (j,i) do not appear in the above list. 
y d i V p ) 
o '
r ( d 1 , . . . , d n ; ρ ; k 0 ) O ^ t d . , . . . , d ; ρ ; - ) 
1 Π 
k o < 
к (V) 
d = 2 . d¿ w i t h 
d¿ odd 
f i g . 2 
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A (d, , . . . ,d ; ρ) 
ι η 
A 0 d d ( d 1 d n ; ρ; k 0) (k0 < ») 
к (V) 
d. = 2 . dï with d' odd. 
1 i t 
f i g . 3 
„odd,. . . 
A ( d 1 , . . . , d n ; p; ») 
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nflfl О 
A (d ,...,d ;р;к ) with О < к < » and d an odd multiple of 2 : 
<a ,a > = 1 for all ι ^  1 
<a _ ,a > = d for j = 2,...,m and i = 2j,... ,2m,21-1,21 
<a ,a > = d for ] = 2,...,m and i = 2j+l,... ,2m,2î.-l ,21 
<a2 .,a_ > = d for j = m+l,...,n 
<a ,a > = 0 if (1,3) and (3,1) do not appear in the above list. 
.odd,. , . 
A (d , ...,dn;p,—) : 
<a ,a > = 1 for all 1 И 1 
<a_ _1»a > = d for 3 = 2,...,m and i = 2j,...,2m,2n+l 
<a 5 >
а
і
> =
 ^
 f o r
 D = 2,...,m and 1 = 2]+l,...,2m,2n+l 
<a- .»a. > = d for ] = m+l,...,n 
zj 1 ¿j 3 
<a ,a > = 0 if (і,з) and (j,i) do not appear m the above list. 
Again the bilinear form is as claimed, and so is Κ
η
. It remains to prove 
that the corresponding bases for the mod 2 reductions are special, i.e. 
ev odd 
equivalent to a basis as in (4.3). For the lattices of type A or A 
with к = m this is achieved by adding the class of a. to the classes 
of the basis elements whose representatives in the graph are not in 
the large upper polygon (which is a complete graph). 
For the types A with 0 < к < <= we can use the same transformation, 
but first we replace i ^ by a ^
 +
 ^
 +
 ä1 + i 2 = Τ , , Τ ^ ^  (i^) . 
odd For A with к = 0 (and hence m = 1) no transformation is needed 
(and in fact, there is nothing to prove either). 
ev odd By (5.4) the isomorphism classes of the mod 2 reductions are A , A 
as claimed. 
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7. The variation extension of the monodromy 2!2UE 
(7.1) In chapter 2 it is stated that the main objective of this thesis 
is to give characterizations of the set Δ and the group Γ associated 
to a vanishing lattice (ν,<-,->,Δ). For vanishing lattices over IF 
this has been achieved in the chapters 4 and 5. Theorem (3.12) reduces 
the problem of describing Δ in the integral case to the corresponding 
problem for the mod 2 reduction, so it remains to study Γ. Since we 
(2) know its action on V/2V, it suffices to describe Γ , the congruence 
(2) 
subgroup modulo 2 of Γ. From (3.3) we get that Γ contains G . If 
G is equal to the congruence subgroup mod 2 of Sp (V) it follows 
(2) 
that Γ = G , but this condition is only fulfilled if the invariant 
d , defined in (3.1), is odd. So we are in need of a description of 
Γ/ instead of Γ/ ,_, ~ Γ . 
GV Γ ( 2 ) Δ 
For integral vanishing lattices whose mod 2 reduction is of one of the 
M Ü и 
types О (2n,p) , О (2n,p) with η >_ 3, or О (2n,p) with η >_ 4, such a 
description has been given by Chmutov (19Θ3). His results will appear 
at the end of this chapter. 
We shall choose an other approach which allows us to handle all 
vanishing lattices. In this way we get new proofs for Chmutov's 
results, completely different from his own. 
(7.2) For vanishing lattices originating in singularity theory 
Looijenga (1984) has defined a group Γ which has the monodromy group Γ 
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as a quotient. His construction and the proofs of the properties of 
this group use geometric information. We shall construct such a group 
for arbitrary vanishing lattices in a purely algebraic way. But of 
course we shall try to obtain results similar to Looijenga's. The 
construction will work for symmetric as well as for skew-symmetric 
vanishing lattices, over 2 as well as over IF . Then, in the skew-
symmetric case, we shall show that combined consideration of the 
resulting groups for an integral lattice and its mod 2 reduction 
yields information about Γ/ . 
GV 
(7.3) Let ( ,<-,->,Д) be a vanishing lattice. In chapter 2 we saw 
that for 6 € Δ we have Τ, Ε Γ defined by Τ,(χ) = χ - <χ,δ>δ. Now 
we define for δ € Δ an automorphism T. € Aut (R β (V β V)) given by 
Т Л Х , χ β y) « (λ,-λ δ β δ + Τ χ β y ) . 
It is easily seen that T. is an automorphism: indeed, an inverse is 
given by 
(λ, χ β y) -*• (λ, λ δ β δ + Τ~ χ β y) 
if <-,-> is skew-symmetric, and by T. itself if <-,-> is symmetric. 
о 
It follows that the T. with δ € Δ generate a subgroup Γ of 
о 
Aut (R β (V β V)). Since T
r
 also acts on the submodule V β V, namely 
о 
as T
x
 on the first factor and trivially on the second, it follows 
о 
that we have a surjective homoraorphism Γ •+ Γ. 
Taking the trivial Γ-action on R we get a short exact sequence of 
RJT -modules: 
O - t - v e v - t R · ( в ) •• R ->• 0. 
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(7.4) On S := R β ( в V) we put a (non-commutative) ring structure 
л» in such a way that Г can be identified with a subgroup of the group S* 
of units of this ring. Since S already has the structure of an abelian 
group, we only have to define a multiplication. We do this by putting 
(μ,Σν »w.) · (λ,Σχ ®y ) = (Xy,XEv.ew.+pZx.ey + Σ <w ,x >v ву.) 
The reader can easily verify that the axioms for a ring are satisfied. 
There is a unit element (1,0) € S and T. € Γ can be identified with 
Δ 
(1, -6 β δ) in S*. 
Furthermore the ring structure on S is equipped with an R-linear 
involution : S -»• S defined by 
e = 1 if <-,-> symmetric 
(λ,Σ χ. β y.) = (λ,εΣ y. β χ.) where 
ι ι . ι ι 
e = -1 if <-,-> alternating. 
This involution reverses the order of multiplication: s s . = S-.s. 
for all s.,s € S. Now it is easily seen that Γ is contained in the 
subgroup of S* defined by ss = 1. Indeed, this equation holds for the 
generators (1, -δ β S), and it remains true under multiplication. 
Of course , if (λ, Σ χ. β y.) € ?, then λ = 1. 
•χ, 
We continue the investigation of Γ by describing a universal property 
of this group. 
(7.5) Let W be a free R-module with a bilinear form <-,-> having the 
same symmetry property as the form on V, and let f : V -*• W be a homo-
morphism of R-modules respecting the bilinear forms. 
On S := R β (W β W)we have a ring structure again, and we have a ring 
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homomorphism f : S ->· S defined in the obvious way by 
f : (λ,Εχ 1 β y j -* a.ZfUJ β f f y J ) . 
If W also has a vanishing lattice structure with Δ' as its set of 
vanishing vectors, and if f maps Δ to Δ', then f induces a homomorphisn 
Г. -*· Γ.,. If f(A) = Δ' then this induced homomorphism is a surjection. 
Notice that on the level of the monodromy groups we cannot always 
define a homomorphism by T. •* Τ . . A counterexample is provided by 
the inclusion of a rank 1 lattice in a rank 2 lattice, and this 
phenomenon also occurs in higher ranks, as we will see. 
Returning to the general case (W not necessarily a vanishing lattice) 
we get a representation φ of Γ in W as follows: if g € Γ is 
identified with (Ι,Γ χ β y.) € S*, then 
ф,(д) : w •+• w + Σ <w,f(y.)> f(x.). In particular ФЛТ^) = T..,., so 
r l i f o r (о) 
φ maps Γ onto Γ . In the special case where W = V and f is the 
identity homomorphism we get the canonical homomorphism Γ •* Г. 
suppose that f is injective, and that (Ι,Σχ. β у.) € S* corresponds Now 
i 
to g £ Кег(ф ). Не may suppose that the χ. run through a basis of V, 
and then it follows that f(у ) £ W for all i. Hence 
Σ χ. β y G V β f~ (W ) с ν β V . By (7.4) we have 
(í,lxi » yi) . (1,εΣγ1 β х і) = (1,0), hence 
Σχ. β у. + εΣγ. β χ. + Σ <у ,у > χ. β χ. = 0 . But <y.,y.> = 0 for i l i i j . i j i i i ] 
i,J 
all i,j. It follows that Σχ β у. is contained in the group of 
(-ε)-symmetric elements of V β f (W),hence in the group of 
(-ε)-symmetric elements of f (W ) β f (W ). In particular the 
kernel of φ is a central subgroup in Г. We shall use this frequently, 
especially in situations where W = 0. There it follows from the 
injectivity of f that φ is injective. In particular, if V
n
 = 0, then 
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We see that we have constructed a central extension 
0-»·Κ-»·Γ-*-Γ-»·1 
of the monodromy group Γ. Looijenga (19Θ4) calls it the variation 
extension, because of its relation with the so-called variation homo-
morphism associated to the geometric monodromy of singularities of 
complex spaces (see (1.8)). 
Often we shall identify К with a subgroup of V β V. in the above 
way, without mentioning the identification. 
(7.6) In the skew-symmetric case we find a nice example of a non-
trivial variation extension in the rank 1 case (which we exclude 
elsewhere). 
Here V » Ra., Δ = {a.}, and the bilinear form is the zero form. 
r τ ^П 
Hence Γ = {id}. On the other hand Τ = (1,-na. β a ) considered as 
an element of S*. So Γ is isomorphic to the abelian group R. 
(7.7) We restrict again to the integral skew-synmetric case, and 
we study Γ ._ with the help of the variation extension. To this end 
v 
we consider the variation extensions of Γ and Γ simultaneously. 
We have canonical surjective homomorphisms π : Γ -»• Γ and π : r •*• f. 
ъ - л* 
They induce a homomorphism π : К •*• Κ. The image π (К) is a central 
subgroup of Г, and we denote the factor group by Г. 
О •+ К -»-Г -»-Г -»-1 
i i 
1 1 
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We have an induced horoomorphism π : Γ •* Γ which i s s u r j e c t i v e . 
0 ->-K •*• Г ·*• Г -* 1 
л, 1 л, I - I 
π Φ π ν π Ψ 
л» 
0 -»• π(Κ) -• Γ -* Γ -> 1 
I i i 
1 1 1 
Now we can prove 
(7.8) Lemma: The kernel of the homomorphism π is exactly the group 
G defined in (3.2) . So Γ/G = Γ. 
Proof : Let g € Γ, and let g fc Γ be a lift of g. If g is represented 
by (1, Σ v. β w ), then g is given by χ •* χ + Σ <x,w.> v.. 
" 'Χι "Ъ Λ< 
Now if g fc Ker (π), then π maps g into π(К), and so 
Σ v. β w. e V β V + 2V β V. It follows that g acts trivially on 
г ', hence g € G . 
On the other hand, if g € G , then we may choose Σ v. β w. to be in 
2V β V as we shall presently prove. Hence g ζ Ker (π) , and g £ Ker (π) . 
To prove that Σ v. β w. may be chosen in 2V β V, we first observe 
i 
that this is the case if V„ = 0. Indeed, for such a lattice Σ v. β w. 
0 . i i 
ι 
is uniquely determined by g. 
We shall take advantage of this fact. First we choose a basis 
(a!,...,a' ) E V' with all a'. £ Δ', and <a!,al> = 1 for all i ¿ 1. 
1 2n 1 1 1 
It follows from the construction of vanishing lattices in chapter 6 
that this can be done. Indeed, if (V,<-,->,Δ') admits a weakly 
distinguished basis, then there is a w.d. basis with the required 
property. If there is no w.d. basis for V', then V' is the quotient 
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of some lattice V' with a w.d. basis as required and with rank equal 
to rank (V) + 1. Dividing out a generator of (V')
n
 gives V'. 
Inspection of the diagrams in chapter б shows that there is a basis 
element which occurs with coefficient ±1 in this generator. Hence we 
get a basis for V' with the required property by taking the images 
of the other basis elements of v' . 
Then we lift each a! to a. € Δ, and we take W :« Z.{a.,...,a. }. i l 1 ¿n 
Now (a.,...,a_ ) is a weakly distinguished basis for a vanishing 1 2n 
lattice structure (W,<-,->ι ,Δ ), with Δ с Δ, and W = 0. 
I W^W W W и 
The automorphism g € G maps to g' € G ,, which in turn can be lifted 
to g 6 G . Since W is non-degenerate, the automorphism g has a W W w 
unique lift g„ t Г
л
 which is represented by (1, Σ χ. β у.) with 
Σ xJ β у. 6 2W β W. 
j j 3 
J л, л, 
By (7.5) the inclusion W** V induces a homomorphism Г *-»• Г, and 
W 
Ij 
the image of g is represented by (l
r
 Σ χ. ® y ) . In this way we 
w . α з ^ 
get g € G which projects to g' € G,, hence gg. € G Π Γ . Since g. 
has a suitable lift in Γ by construction, it is sufficient to prove 
that gg. also has a suitable lift. This follows easily from the 
observation that G Π Γ ~ 2V- β V' is generated by automorphisms 
χ -*• χ + 2<x,6> ν, with б 6 Δ, ν € V . Such an automorphism can be 
- 1 ·\ι-1 «Χι 
obtained as T. „T., which lifts to T... т.. ö+2v о o+2v б 
The latter is represented by (1, δ β 2v + 2v β δ + 2v β 2v). 
(7.9) Lemma: Κ Π ((V0/2V0) β (VQ/24Q)) = π(Κ) . 
Proof; Trivially the right hand side is contained in the left hand 
side. If Σ v. β v. € ІС Π ( (V /2V ) β (V /2V ) ) , then we can lift it 
t o g = ( l , E x . e x . ) € ? . 
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It follows that Σ χ. β χ. G 2V β V + V„ β V„, so g determines an 
ι ] 0 0 ' 
•4/ 
element of G с Г. Hence the image of g in Г . = Г is trivial. So the 
•v ' V 
image of (1, Σ v. β v.) 6 Γ in Γ is trivial, and it follows that 
(1, Σ v. β v.) £ π (К) . 
(7.10) We have a diagram of exact sequences: 
Κ Π ((V0/2V0) β (V0/2V0)) 
0 
ir 
О 
ι 
к — » κ/κ η ((v0/2v0) β (v0/2v0)) -> о 
-> 1 
/ \ 
This diagram suggests that we should compute K. This will give us 
К/ІС Π ( (V /2V ) β (V /2V )) which is isomorphic to Κ/π(Κ). The latter 
(2) 
group is isomorphic to Γ /G
v
» essentially by (7.Θ). 
At the end of this chapter we shall see that this information suffices 
to decide whether a given element of the congruence subgroup mod 2 
of Sp*(V) is in Γ ( 2 ) ' 
In the sequel we shall compute К for all vanishing lattices. In the 
course of that computation we shall need some facts about Coxeter 
groups. So it seems fit to recall the definitions of Coxeter groups 
and Artin groups first. 
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(7.11) A group W is called a Coxeter group if it has a presentation 
m(s ,3-) 
with generators {s} _ and relations (s.s ) =1 for certain 
m(s ,s ) € N U {«}, with m(s,s) = 1 for all s € S. 
These relations are equivalent to the following: 
2 
Í s = 1 for all s € S 
s s s s ... = S2SiS2si ··· f o r sl's2 € S w i t h si ^ s2 
1
 ν ' * » 
mts.,s ) factors 
The corresponding Artin group (see Brieskorn & Saito (1972)) is 
obtained by deleting from the latter set of relations the relations 
s
2
 = l. 
In cases that interest us the set S is always finite. 
Now let ( ,<-,->,Д) be a vanishing lattice (either symmetric or 
skew-symmetric), and let δ ,6. £ Δ. 
If <δ.,6> = 0, then Τ, Τ, = Τ, Τ. and (hence) Τ, Τ. = Τ, Τ, . 1 2 β1 δ 2 ό2 ¿1 61 62 62 β 1 
If <5.,δ.> = ±1, then Τ. Τ. Τ, = τ. Τ. Τ. and Τ, Τ, Τ. = Τ. Τ. Τ. . 
1 2 6 l s 2 β 1 δ 2 δ 1 δ 2 &1 δ 2 δ 1 δ 2 61 δ 2 
Furthermore, in the symmetric case (which includes the alternating 
2 
I"-case) T. = 1 for all 6 € Δ . 
2 δ 
All these facts can easily be verified by computation. 
In particular, if Τ,. ,.,.,Τ, generate Γ , then in the symmetric (resp. 
1 ν 
skew-symmetric) case Γ and Γ are quotients of a Coxeter group (resp. 
an Artin group) with a set of generators S = (s ,...,s ) which is 
mapped in the obvious way to tT.. ,.,.,Τ. J or {Tfi ,.,.,Τ. } and with 
1 ν 1 ν 
m(s ,s ) given by 
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1 if ι 
2 if ι Φ s and <δ ,δ > = О 
3 if <6 ,5 > = ±1 
^-« in other cases. 
For Г. these facts are well known. Δ 
(7.12) In order to compute the kernel К of the variation extension of 
a monodromy group of a vanishing lattice over IF , we first compute this 
kernel for some special cases, namely lattices of the types 
A (2n,2;F ) and О (6,1;Г2)· In these lattices we take weakly 
distinguished bases В with gr(B) given by 
a2n+l 
resp. 
2n+2 
4 6 
(compare (5.4), resp. (5.9), the third graph). 
By (7.11) the groups Г are quotients of Coxeter-groups of type D_ , 
resp. E , as can be found in Bourbaki (LIE). There we can also find 
the orders of these Coxeter groups: they are 
2 2 n + 1.(2n
+
2): о 1 0 Ч 4 ς η resp. 2 .3 . 5 . 7 
The orders of the groups Γ are: 
2 2 n . (2n+2): 9 4 resp. 2 . 3 . 5 . 7 (the order of 
order of Γ order of Γ 
u s 
Sp(6,]F7) , see e.g. Dieudonné 
(1955,1963) or Carter (1972). 
It follows that К can contain at most one non-trivial element. For 
each of these lattices we shall give such an element. 
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(7.13) Lemma; Let ν be the unique non-trivial element of V 0 for the 
lattice 0*(6,1;3F ) . Then ν β ν € ІС. 
Proof ; Denote by W resp. W the Coxeter-groups of type E_ resp. E_ 
We have surjective group homomorphisms W ·* Γ -»· Γ, one of which is 
E7 
an isomorphism by (7.12). 
By the universal property (7.5) we have an injective homomorphism of 
groups from Γ to the monodromy group Γ of a vanishing lattice of 
g 
type O"(8,0;F.) with a w.d. basis having a graph 
·——· · · · · · 
Now the latter monodromy group admits a non-trivial homomorphism to 
Z/2Z as we will soon see, and hence Γ admits such a homomorphism, 
since all generating transvections in Γ are conjugate to elements 
in the image of Γ. On the other hand Γ ~ Γ ~ Sp(6,IF_) is a simple 
group, so Γ cannot be isomorphic to Γ. So К is non-trivial, and 
contained in the group of symmetric elements in V
n
 β V by (7.5). 
Since this group is F- . ν β ν the claim of the lemma follows. 
It remains to prove the existence of a non-trivial homomorphism 
Γ -»• Z/2Z. One way to see this, is by comparing the orders of W 
8 
and its quotient Γ . They differ by a factor 2, so Γ is obtained 
from W by dividing out -1 (where we consider W as the Weyl group 
E 8 E 8 
of the root system Ε , see Bourbaki (LIE)). Hence the determinant 
о 
homomorphism on W factors through Γ , which is the mod 2 reduction 
E8 
of this Weyl group. Alternatively we could use the so-called 
Dickson invariant on Г (see Dieudonné (1955,1963)). 
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( 7 . 1 4 ) Lemma. L e t ( ν / < - , - > , Δ ) be a v a n i s h i n g l a t t i c e of t y p e 
A ( 2 n f 2 ; J F ) w i t h a weakly d i s t i n g u i s h e d b a s i s В a s i n ( 7 . 1 2 ) . L e t 
η n-1 
V l = J 0
a 2 i + 1 '
 V2 = J 0
a 2 i + 1
 + a 2 n e 9 0 · 
j· IF. . (v 8 ν + ν Θ ν ) i f η i s odd 
Then К = J 
{_ ]F„ . (ν β ν + ν β ν_) i f η i s e v e n . 
Proof : By (7.11) Γ is a quotient of the Weyl group of the root 
system D. . corresponding to gr(B). In this VJeyl group the (2n+l)-th 
power of the Coxeter element s_ . s, . ... s. is equal to -1 (see r
 2n+2 2n+l 1 
Bourbaki (LIE)). Hence the (2n+l)-th power of T. „T, . ... Τ is 
in K. Vie shall prove that it is a non-trivial element. To this end 
we consider V as the modulo 2 reduction of an integral vanishing 
lattice V of type A (1,...,1,2;0;1). This lattice admits a weakly 
distinguished basis determined m the sense of (6.7) by the graph 
of fig. 1. 
b2n
+
l 
ь /f 
fig. 1 · < · < ·( "<-*v ^  2 
bl b2 b3 X 
b2n+2 
The mod 2 reduction of the (2n+l)-th power of T, T, ... T, 
b2n
+
2 b2n
+
l bl 
is trivial by the above. So it is sufficient to prove that 
(T, ... T, ) n + 1 is not in G,7. But T, ... T. (b„ - b_ ) b2n
+
2 bl V b2n
+
2 bl 2 n + 1 2 n + 2 
= T b 0 , \ ,
 (b2n
+
l - b2n
+
2 ) = b2n
+
2 " b2n
+
l' h e n C e 2n+2 2n+l 
(T. ... T, ) 2 n + 1(b- ^ , - Ь, ^ ,) = b. _ - b_ . It follows b„ . b. 2n+l 2n+2 2n+2 2n+l ¿n+¿ 1 
that (T. ... T. ) does not act trivially on V* ,„,.,, hence is 
b2n+2 bl / 2 V 
not in G . Now we know that К has exactly one non-trivial element. 
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By (7.5) К can be identified with a group of symmetric elements in 
V β V . The non-trivial symmetric elements of V
n
 β V. are: 
VI β V1' V2 Θ v 2 ' vl 8 vl + v2 β V 2 ' Vl β V2 + V2 β Vl ' 
Vl Vl + Vl β V2 + V2 * Vl' V2 β v2 + Vl β V2 + V2 β Vl' 
v. β ν + ν β v. + ν β v. + ν β v. . 
Since interchanging a_ and a. _ gives an automorphism of ¿n+l ¿Ti+2 
(ν,<-,->,Δ), we also have to have symmetry in v. and v». So as 
candidates for the element of К there remain: 
ν β ν + ν β ν-, ν β ν, + ν β ν and (ν^+ν,) β ( νι + ν2'' 
Here we can use the universal property (7.5) of Γ: we define an 
embedding f of V into a bigger vanishing lattice (V.,<-,->,Δ ) with 
a w.d. basis В which is an extension of f(B): 
<f (a ) ,a> = 0 if i <_ 2n+l 
Bl = "«•i' £<-2а
+ 2>'Ч^*Ь f l , > , 
< f ( e 2 n
+
2 , ' a > = '· 
If ν β ν + ν β ν e К, then φ (Ι,ν β ν. + ν β ν ) € Γ . But 
this automorphism is defined by 
χ •+ χ + <x,f(v )>f(v ) + <x,f (v )>f (v ) . Since f(v ) is in the 
radical of V,, we find that T^, , = φ^(1,v4 β v. + v_ Θ v„) € f. . 1 f(v ) Tf 1 1 2 2 Δ 
Hence f(v2) = T a T f ( v (a) € Sj, so qB(v2) = qB (f(v2)) = 1. Since 
q (v_) = n+l mod 2 it follows that η is even. 
В 2 
By a similar argument (v.+v_) β (ν,+ν.) cannot occur since q (v +v )=0. 
1 2 1 ¿ a l z 
Finally v. β v„ + v„ β v € К implies that a + f(v.) € Δ hence 
q (v ) = q (f(v )) = 0, so η is odd. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Using the lemmas (7.13) and (7.14) we are now able to compute К for 
all vanishing lattices over IF . 
(7.15) Lemma: Let ( ,<-,->,Д) be any vanishing lattice over IF . If 
Г 2 e ^00' t h e n Vl V2 + V2 β Vl e *" 
Proof: We may assume that v^v are distinct and non-zero. There exist 
a1,a2 € Δ with <a1,a2> = 1. Now (a^a^a := a1 + ^ a^ := a 1 + v2) 
is a weakly distinguished basis for a sublattice of type A (2,2). 
From (7.14) and (7.5) we get that (Τ Τ Τ Τ ) = (1, ν β ν + ν β ν ) 
Hence ν Θ ν + ν β ν С Κ. 
We continue the computation of К for several cases separately. We 
denote by ι the involution on V β V defined by χ Θ у ->• у β χ. 
# # ev 
(7.16) Proposition: For vanishing lattices of the types О , О , A 
the group К is equal to (id + l) (V Θ V ). 
Proof : In (5.13) we noticed that V = V for these lattices. Hence 
it follows from (7.15) that К contains (id + i) (V ® V ). It remains 
to prove that other symmetric elements of V 8 V are not in K. 
Subtracting an element of (id + i) (V β V ) we see that we only have 
to consider elements ν 8 ν with ν И 0. But we can embed V in a 
vanishing lattice where < ν
η
# - > is no longer the trivial homomorphism. 
By the argument at the end of (7.14) it follows that ν Θ ν is not 
in К since the quadratic function q on V which is respected by Г has 
q(v0) = o. 
(7.17) Proposition: For vanishing lattices of the type Cr (2n,p;3F») 
with η >_ 3 the group К is equal to 
dd + i) (v00 β v 0 0) + nF2 .{ν β ν | ν e v 0 - v 0 0 } . 
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A basis for this group is obtained from a basis for (id + i) (V.. β VQQ) 
by adding the vectors v. Θ v., w β w. + w. β v. + ν В w , where 
v,,w.,...,w is a basis for V. with w-#...,w С „л. 1 2 p и 2 ρ UU 
Proof : By (7.15) the group ic contains (id + i) (V β V ). Next we 
prove that К contains any ν β ν with ν 6 V-V... By (5.14) V has a 
sublattice of type О (6,0) with a weakly distinguished basis 
В = (a,,...,a
c
) having gr(B) as in the figure belew. 
1 b 
Then the subspace of V generated by (a,,...,a., a, + a. + v) admits 
1 о 6 4 
M 
the structure of a vanishing lattice of type 0 (6,1). By (7.13) and 
(7.5) we get: ν β ν € К. 
Using the fact that any ν € V.^V.. can be written as v. + v. for some 
vn € V.. we see that the statement about a basis is correct. Starting 
with a symmetric element in V β V we can subtract a number of 
elements of this basis (contained in K) to obtain an element v
n
 β v. 
with ν € V... So it remains to prove that v. β ν is not in К if 
v
n ^
 V
nn ^  {0}· "^6 argument is the same as in (7.16) and (7.14). 
(7.18) Proposition: For vanishing lattices of the type A (2n,p;lF ) 
the group К is equal to 
(id + i)(V0 β V0) if η is odd 
(id + i)(V00 β V 0 0) + F 2. {Vj β Vj + v 2 β v2 | v1,v2 e V0-V00} if η is even. 
For the latter group a basis is obtained by extending a basis for 
(id + i)(V.
n
 β V .) with the vectors w. β w + w. β ν + ν β w., where 
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v.,w„,...,w is a basis for V with w ,...,w 6 V . 1 2 ρ U ¿ ρ UU 
Proof : Again by (7.15) the group К contains (id + i)(V ® vnn'" с 1 ю о з е 
a w.d. basis В = (a ,...,a ) for V such that gr(B) is given by a graph 
η 
as in (5.4) (with к = 2n+l) , and let ν = Σ a . If ν ,v are 
1 = 0 
distinct elements of V "^  V , then ν +v, ν +v are distinct elements 
of V„„
;
 and v.+v+a„ ., v_+v+a- . are distinct elements of Δ. Now OU 1 2n+l 2 2n+l 
it is easily seen that (a.,...,a. , v.+v+a„ ,,, v„+v+a_ ,,) is a w.d. 
1 ¿П 1 2П+1 2 2П+1 
basis for a sublattice of type A (2n,2;]F ) . It follows from (7.14) 
and (7.5) that we have for η odd ν ® v„ + ν β v. € К and for η 
even v. β v. + ν 8 v_ £ К. Hence К contains the group mentioned In 
the statement of the proposition. 
Writing v7 = ν +v for some ν ε V we get ν 8 v. + ν 8 ν ε К if 
η is odd, and ν 8 ν + ν Β ν + ν β ν € Κ if η is even. In the 
latter case the claim about a basis follows. 
A similar subtraction argument as in (7.17) shows that it remains to 
prove that К does not contain any ν β ν with ν £ V - {0}, or (in the 
case of even n) any ν β ν + ν 8 ν with ν ε V - V , ν ε V . 
If q_(ν) = 0, then we are done by the standard argument. If q (v) = 1, 
в в 
then η is even, and in this case we embed V in a lattice V of type 
ev 
A (2n+2,p-l) by adding a basis element a to В in such a way that 
<a ,a > = 0 if ι f 1 and <a ,a > = 1. Denoting the images of ν,ν.,ν. 
in this lattice by w,w ,w we have <a ,w> = <a ,w > = 1, <a »w > = 0. 
If ν 8 v, resp ν 8 v. + ν 8 ν ε К, then (1, w 8 w), resp. 
(1, Wj 8 Wj
 +
 w 0 8 w0) is in f B U { a o }. Hence T w, resp. T ^ ε ?Ш^У 
As a consequence w, resp. w is a vanishing vector for this extended 
lattice, since w = Τ Τ (a ), w = Τ Τ (a ). But this is impossible 
by (4.10), for, up to an element of (V ) = V , the vector w, resp. 
n+1 
w is equal to Σ a _ , which is not a vanishing vector. 
1=1 
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(7.19) Proposition; For vanishing lattices of the type Sp (2n,p;]F.) 
the group ÌC is equal to the group of symmetric elements in V β V0. 
For A'(2n,p;IF ) the same holds if η is even. If η is odd, then К is 
equal to (id + i) (\?0 β V0) for A' (2n,p;IF2) . 
Proof ; By (7.15) again К contains (id + i)(V. β V ). We can write 
any lattice of type Sp* (2n,p;lF ) , resp. Α' {Ίη,ρ-,ΤΡ-) as a quotient of 
л* 
a lattice V of type О (2п,р+1;ЛГ ) , resp. А 0 (2п,р+1;ЛГ ) as in 
(5.2b) resp. (5.4). 
For A' with η even we can view any ν β ν as the image of some lift 
Λ/ Λ. Л/ 
^о
 β
 ^о
 +
 ^о ^і
 +
 ^ і
 β
 V with ^і е ^'о - (^оо a n d ^о е ^оо and 
by (7.18) this element is in the variation extension. Hence 
v 0 β v 0 e ic by (7.5) . 
ti Л, 'Ъ ъ — — 
For Sp with η >^  3 we can lift ν β v. to ν Θ ν, with ν € (V). ^  ^ νΌο' 
and then we are done by (7.17) and (7.5). In the exceptional case 
η = 2 we use the fact that Sp*(4,p) ~ A'(4,p). 
It remains to prove that v. β ν (with ν € Vn - {0}) is not in К for 
lattices A'(2n,p) with η odd. This follows from (7.18), since the 
surjection V •*• V induces a surjection on the extended monodromy 
groups. Alternatively, one may observe that these lattices admit a 
quadratic function q respected by the monodromy group, with q(v ) = 0. 
Then the standard argument appearing in (7.14), (7.16), (7.17) and 
(7.18) can be applied. 
(7.20) Let ( ,<-,->,Д) be an integral vanishing lattice. Our results 
so far enable us to decide for a given g € Sp V whether or not g is 
an element of the monodromy group Γ. Indeed, let us describe the 
decision process. 
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i -First we consider the image g of g in Sp (V) and decide whether it is 
in Γ. If it is, then we write it out in terms of generators T_ with 
6 _ 
6 € Δ. We lift these elements δ to δ £ Δ and thus find a lift g of g, 
-1 (2) 
with g 6 Г. In this way we find g, = g g, £ Sp (V), the congruence 
subgroup modulo 2 in Sp (V), and g- £ Г iff g € Г. 
We can find v. € j~ (2V*), w. € V such that 
g-(x) = χ + I <x,v.>w.. Up to an element of V β V , this determines an 
1
 -1 
element Ew. β ν . € v e j (2V*). Reducing modulo 2V we find an element 
i 
Σ w. β v. £ V β (V) determined up to an element of V β (V /2V ). By 
i 
(7.8) the automorphism g is in Γ iff for some choice of v. and w. the 
element Σ w. β ν belongs to K, and this again can be decided. 
(7.21) In the special case of a vanishing lattice of type Sp it 
follows that Γ = Sp*V, Γ = Sp (V). As a result we can choose v. 
and w. in the above in such a way that Σ w. β v. is a symmetric element 
of (V) β (V) , determined up to a symmetric element of 
(V /2V ) β (V /2V ). We shall use this in our proof of the results of 
Chmutov (1983) on Γ/G · We turn our attention to those results now. 
(7.22) Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be an integral vanishing lattice whose 
monodromy group Γ respects a quadratic function q : V •+ IF . For any 
χ £ V the set <x,V> is an ideal in Z. Let d be the non-negative 
generator of this ideal. If g £ Sp V, then g(x) - χ £ d V, hence there 
exists w(g,x) £ V such that g(x) - χ = d w(g,x). If we require 
w(g,x) to be 0 if d = 0 then w(g,x) is uniquely determined. 
2 
We have <g(x),x> = <g(x) - x,x> = <d w(g,x),x> = d <w(g,x),x> £ d Z. 
2 
Hence there is λ(g,χ) £ Ζ such that <g(x),x> = d X(g,x), and if we 
require X(g,x) to be 0 if d = 0, then again X(g,x) is uniquely 
determined. 
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In this context Chmutov (1983) proved the following: 
(7.23) Theorem; If g € Γ then q(w(g,x)) » X(g,x) mod 2, for all χ € V. 
For vanishing lattices of the types О", О" and for the 
0 (d,,...,d ;pik„) with d. odd the converse holds: an automorphism 
ι η и J 
g e Sp#V belongs to Г iff q(w(g,x)) = X(g,x) mod 2 for all χ € V, or 
even for all χ in some basis of V. 
Notice that for odd d the condition just says that 
q(g(x) - x) = <g(x),x> mod 2. Since 
q(g(x) - x) = q(g(x)) + q(x) + <g(x),x> mod 2, this is equivalent to 
q(g(x)) • q(x) . 
(7.24) First we shall prove that Chmutov's condition is a necessary 
one. We shall use induction on the length of an element of Γ with 
respect to the set of generators {т | а С Δ}. For length 0 the 
condition is fulfilled since w(id,x) = 0, X(id,x) « 0 for all χ € V. 
Next we prove that the condition is fulfilled for gT (with e « ±1) 
if it is fulfilled for g. In the proof we often divide by d for χ € V. 
This does not harm since the case d » 0 is trivial. 
χ 
For χ € V we have gT (x) - χ = g(x) - χ - e <x,a>g(a). 
Hence w(gT ,x) » w(g,x) - e —τ 1—g(a). 3
 a α 
x
 2 
/ , ™ e ν
 >
 < / ^ . /<х,л>\ , , .. . <x,a><w(q,x) ,q(a) > So q(w(gT
a
,x)) « q(w(g,x)) + 1-^—) q(g(a)) + — * g' ' f l n ' . 
(We suppress the quotient map Я •* ДГ» from the notation.) 
Since g(a) £ Δ and g respects q we have q(g(a)) - 1. Furthermore, 
d <w(g,x) ,g(a)> - <g(x)-x,g(a) > • <g(x) ,g(a)>-<x,g(a)> • <x,a>-<x,g(a)>. 
, . , . „ £ . . ^ <xfa> <x,g(a)> 
As a result q(w(gT
a
,x)) . q(w(g,x)) + — '
 2
 , 1
" ' · 
d 
X 
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ε ε 
On t h e o t h e r h a n d <gT (x) ,x> = d <w(gT ,x) ,x) 
= d <w(g,x) ,x> - e < x , a > < g ( a ) , x > 
2 
= d X(g,x) + ε <x,a> < x , g ( a ) > 
So λ (gT ,x) = X(g,x) + '• ' g — and we are done by the 
a
 a
¿ 
χ 
induction hypothesis. 
(7.25) We proceed with a proof of the difficult part of Chmutov's 
theorem with the aid of our results on the variation extension. 
Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be an integral vanishing lattice of type Ο , О* or 
О , and let g € Sp V. If g satisfies Chmutov's condition, then g 
respects q. Hence g £ Γ, and the construction of (7.20) gives us 
(2) g £ Sp (V) with the property that g € Γ iff g £ Γ. Moreover g 
satisfies Chmutov's condition by (7.24). So we have to prove that 
g 2 e г. 
First we choose a symplectic basis В = (e,,f,,...,e ,f ,к,,...,к ) 
i l η η ι ρ 
in V. We can and shall do this in such a way that: 
и 
in the Ojl-case q takes the value 0 on all basis vectors. 
ä 
in the 0"-case q takes the value 0 on all basis vectors except 
e ,f , where it takes the value 1. 
in the Cr-case q takes the value 0 on all basis vectors except 
one, which we assume to be e or к 
(compare {6.2) ) . 
Next we choose v. £ j (2V*), w. £ V such that g„(x) = χ + Σ <x,v,>w. 
ι ι 2 . i l 
ι 
as in (7.20). Up to an element of V Θ V this determines 
Ew. Θ ν £ v e j (2V*). By (7.21) its class in V β V may be assumed 
to be a symmetric element of (V)
n
 β (V) . We can write out Σ w. β v. 
in terms of a basis consisting of elements a β b with a,b £ B, and 
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we denote the coefficient of a β b by у(а,Ь). Then 
g_(x) = χ + Σ Y(a,b) <x,b>a. In particular 
а,ьев 
W e + Σ 7(a,b) <e.,b>a. After the sum sign we only get 1
 а,ьев
 1 
contributions for b = f , hence w(g,,e.) = Ζ y{a,f )a. Similarly 
1 2 1
 абВ
 1 
wtgj/fj^) I у {a,e )a. 
a€B 1 
So 
X ( g2' ei ) = T" <w(g2'ei)'ei> = d~ Σ , < ' ( a ' f 1 )
< a
'
e
1
> =
 -ytf^ii) 
i i aCB 
and 
A ( 9 2 ' f i ) = ~ γ ( e i ' e i , ' 
On the other hand 
q(w(g2,e;L)) = Ζ yla.f^qia) + Σ γ (a1 ,f ±)у (a2 ,f ¡) O j ,a2> 
абв {a ,a }сз 
(Here and in the rest of the proof we suppress mod 2 reduction from 
the notation.) Almost all terms in the first sum vanish because of 
the construction of B, whereas the second sum is equal to 
η 
Σ Y(e ,f )Y(f ,f )d . Now у{а,Ъ) - Y(b,a) is even for all a,b € B, 
1 = 1 3 D 1 J 
- (2) 
since Σ w β ν is symmetric. Since g € Sp (V), we have: 
d Y(f ,e ) is even. But then d γ(e ,f ) is even too. It follows 
that all terms in the second sum vanish modulo 2. We get: 
in the OÎT-case 
tí 
in the O^-case 
q(w(g2,ei)) = qfwtg^f^)) = 0 for all i. 
qtwíg^ej) »yie^fj tyff^^) = 0 
since both terms are even by the above. 
q(w(g2,fi)) = 0. 
in the Cr-case q(w(g2,ei)) = у(1^,с) 
q(w(g2,fi)) = Yte^c) 
vrtiere с i s the unique element of В with q(c) 
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We complete the proof by checking that Σ w β ν may be chosen in such 
a way that its class modulo 2V β V is in K. This will be sufficient 
by (7.Θ). 
# § 
In the cases of О and О Chmutov's condition says that 
γ(e ,e ) = γ(f ,f ) = 0 for all i. Since the γ(к ,k ) are arbitrary 
by (7.21), we may assume that these too are 0. Then we are done by 
(7.16). 
M 
In the case of О we get: γ (e ,e) = γ (e ,c) = γ (с,e ) and 
γ(f ,f ) = γ(f ,c) = Y(c,f ) for all i. Again we may assume that all 
γ(к ,к ) are 0. Then the proof is completed by an application of (7.17), 
with с in the role of ν . 
(7.26) Chmutov (1983) proves the latter result for vanishing lattices 
ft и и 
of the types О , cñ, θ" whose mod 2 reductions contain a sublattice 
of type Cr(6,0) as in (5.14). Chmutov's result for lattices of type 
СГ can be used to describe Г for lattices of type Sp* without resource 
to the variation extension. 
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θ. The exact sequence 0 + Γ -»• Γ •»• Γ -»• 1. 
Έ
 u s 
In this short chapter we continue the description of V.- and Γ , which 
we began in chapter 2. Furthermore we answer the question whether the 
monodromy group Γ is the semi-direct product of Γ and Γ , i.e. 
whether the exact sequence 0 + Γ -* Γ -»• Γ -»• 1 splits. 
(Θ.1) Let (V,<-,->,Δ) be an integral vanishing lattice, and let 
ν € V , δ € Δ. Since <б, > = Ζ, it is immediate that <6+v,V> = Z. It 
follows from (3.12) that δ+ν t Δ iff δ+ν+2ν € Δ where (V,<-,->,Δ) is the 
vanishing lattice structure on V/2V. Hence ν € V - iff v+2V € (ν)00· 
In particular
 п п
 contains 2V . So by (6.1) we have V . = V_ unless 
lc
n
(V) = •">, and in all cases V is the kernel of a homomorphism 
M u t i 
V ->• Z/2Z, hence it is of index 1 or 2 in V . (For lattices o", 0 , 0 
this homomorphism is the restriction of the quadratic function q to 
( .2) Proposition; Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice. If Γ is 
identified with a subgroup of V β V' as in (2.7), then Γ = V
n n
 β V', 
unless R = Ζ and (ν,<-,->,Δ) is of type A (d,,...,d ;p;») with an 
ι η 
odd number of odd d., and with d even. In this exceptional case 
Γ = V β V' + V β (V Π 2V*) . 
Proof: The inclusion V β V' с Γ has been proven in (2.8). By 
(8.1) we get Γ = v.. β V' with possible exceptions for lattices with 
V 0 ¡i V00, i.e. 0 , A (with k0 = « if R = Z) . 
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odd In the case A (d, ,...,d ;р;а>) with an odd number m of odd d. the I n ι 
mod 2 reduction of the lattice is of type A (2m,p+2n-2m). For this 
lattice the group К computed in (7.18) is equal to (id+i)((V) β (V)0). 
In particular it contains all elements ν β w + w β ν with ν 6 V and 
w € j (2V*), and so by (7.20) the group Γ contains all elements 
ν Θ w with such ν and w. 
In the other cases with V
n
 И V^ «» the group V - can be characterized 
as the kernel of the restriction to V of a quadratic function q on V 
which is respected by Г. (Notice that this includes the 
A (d.,...,d ;p;Œ) with an even number of odd d..) I n ι 
Now let (e.,f,,...,e ,f ,k,,...,k ) be a symplectic basis of V with 1 1 η η 1 ρ 
к, g V
nr
, and к.,...,к £ V„-. Let g € Г be given by χ -»· χ + Σ <x,w.>k.. 
1 0 0 2 ρ 00 u i l 
Since g{6) € Δ if δ £ Δ, we have E<5,w.>k. € V for all δ € Δ. It 
i 
follows that <6,-w > £ 2R for all δ. if R = IF this implies that 
w € V and g corresponds to an element of V Θ V'. 
η ρ 
If R = Ζ, then we write w = Σ (ζ e.+n.f.) + Σ ζ.к., and we study 
i=l j=l ^ J 
g with the help of Chmutov's criterion (7.23). For all i = l,...,n 
we have <g(e.),e.> = <g(f.),f.> = 0, whereas q(w(g,e.)) = η. and 
qtwfg,^)) = Çi. 
It follows that all ξ. and η. are even, and so w £ 2V + V . Hence 
g corresponds to an element of V β V'. 
(8.3) Combining (8.1) and (8.2) we see that Γ = V β V' in all 
cases except A , 0 with k.fv) = «>. 
(8.4) Let (ν,<-,->,Δ) be a vanishing lattice. Then by (2.7) we have 
an exact sequence 0-*Γ ->• Г -»• Г -»-1. It is an interesting question 
whether Г is a semi-direct product of Г and Г . We shall treat the 
cases R = IF. and R = Ζ separately. 
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(8.5) Proposition: For vanishing lattices over 3F there exists a 
homomorphism i : Γ •+• Γ which is a section of the canonical homo-
morphism π : Γ •*· Γ . 
Proof: Dividing out V
n n
 we obtain a vanishing lattice with monodromy 
group Γ . Since this quotient map has a right inverse, which is bound 
to respect the vanishing lattice structure, it is easy to find a right 
inverse i : Γ •*• Γ for the map π : Γ -»• Γ . 
s s 
The corresponding problem for integral vanishing lattices is less 
simple. We shall need the following lemma. 
(8.6) Lema: Let ( ,<-,->,Д) be an integral vanishing lattice, with 
a £ Δ. If i : Γ -*• Γ is a right inverse for the canonical homomorphism 
it : Γ ·*• Γ , then there is ν E V„„ such that 1π(Τ ) = Τ 
s 00 a a+v 
Proof: Choose a basis v.,...,ν for
 л
. For any а С Δ there exist 
1 ρ 0 J 
w. (a) € V for j = 1,...,p such that 
(ітг(Т ))(x) = χ - <x,a>a + Σ <x,w (a) >v.. Choose b € Δ such that 
j 3 3 
<a,b> = 1. Then Τ T.T = T.T T. by (7.11). Hence a similar relation 
a b a b a b 
holds for the images under in. Writing out this relation gives for all 
j = 1,...,p: 
<x,w (a)> - <x,a> <a,w (a)> + <x,a> <b,w (a) > = 
= <x,w.(b)> - <x,b> <b,w.(b)> - <x,b> <a,w (b)> 
w (a) - w.(b) + <b-a, w (a) >a + <a+b, w.(b)> b € V . 
Applying <a+b,-> gives: 
<a+b, w.(a)> - <b-a, w.(a)> = 0, 
hence <a, w (a)> = 0 for all j = l,...,p. 
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Similarly, if b £ Δ with <a,b> = 0, then Τ T. = Τ. Τ , and we find 
ab b a 
<b,w.(a)>b - <a,w.(b)>a € V„ for all j. 
J Ζ 0 
If a,b are independent mod V , then it follows that <b,w.(a)> = 0. 
Otherwise a = ±b mod V_, hence тгТ = πΤ, , and w.(a) - w.(b) € Za + V . 0 a b 2 J ^ 
Hence <b,w.(a)> = <b,w.(b)> = 0 by the above. 
The result is: if a,b € Δ with <a,b> = 0, then <w.(a),b> = 0 for all j. 
Now we choose a set of generators {a ,...,a^} с Δ for V, with 
<a ,a.> = 1 for all i И 1· An argument which we met in (3.5) shows that 
we can arrange that <a ,a > = 0 for all i И 1. The action of Г allows 
us to arrange that a„ = a. Define к. := <a1,w.(a)>. Then 
w.(a) - к.a € V., since <w.(a) - k.a,a.> = 0 for all i. Hence we may 
3 D 0 j ζ ι 
assume w.(a) = k.a. So ν := -Σ kjV. G V. satisfies 
3 D j j 1 0 
(ίπ(Τ ))(χ) = χ - <х,а>(а+ ) = χ - <х,а+ >(a+v). For b € Δ with 
<a,b> = 1 we find Τ (ίπ(Τ ))(b) = b + ν G Δ, hence ν £ V
 n
. This 
completes the proof. 
(8.7) Proposition: For integral vanishing lattices there exists a 
right inverse i : Γ -»-Γ for the canonical homomorphism π : Γ -»· Γ 
i f f v
o =
 ν
οο· 
Proof : If V = V , then the same argument as in the IF -case gives a 
homomorphism i as required. If on the other hand i : Γ -*• Γ is such a 
5 
homomorphism, then і(Г ) is a subgroup of Г, and hence a subgroup of 
Aut (V). By (8.6) any Γ -orbit in Δ contains an element a such that 
u 
1π(Τ ) = Τ . Choose such an a and define W := Ζ.1(Γ ).a. We claim that 
a a s 
(W,<-,->,i(r ).a) is a vanishing lattice with monodromy group і(Г ). 
By definition і(Г ).a generates W. Hext, for any b € і(Г ).a, say 
b = g(a) we have Τ = g Τ g , so Τ € i(Γ ) since g, Τ € i (Γ ). b a b s a s 
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Hence Γ,._ . = i(Г ), and of course і(Г ).a is an і(Г )-orbit. (ιΓ ) .a s s s 
Finally, there is b G Δ with <a,b> = 1, and by (8.6) we may choose b 
in such a way that T. = in(T, ). Hence b = Τ T. a € i (Γ ) .a. So all 
ь b a b s 
conditions of (2.1) are fulfilled. 
Since W Π V„ e w„, it follows that і(Г ) z> 2W„ β W' = (2wnv„) β W'. 0 0 s u 0 0 
On the other hand Г з 2V β V' = (2W П V ) β W', so (2W П V ) β W' 
is contained in the intersection of і(Г ) and Γ , which is of course 
s u 
the trivial group. Hence 2W Π V =0, and since W Π V
n
 is a free 
Z-module it follows that \*П =0. If 6 e Δ, then there is ν € V 
such that T. € і(Г ) by (8.6). The automorphism T.T, is in Γ . 
o+v s oo+v u 
It follows that T. = (T.T. )T. leaves W + V„„ invariant. Hence Γ 
о о o+v 6+v 00 
leaves W + V invariant, so V = г.(Г.а) с w + V
 0. Since W Π ν = 0 
we have V 0 0 = V0. 
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9- Y§5ìEÌ}ìQ9 ì§tEì£E§ °f §±S9yì§£ìtìEs 
Returning to singularity theory we observe that the discussion (1.17) 
and lemma (2.5) imply that the vanishing lattice of an isolated 
complete intersection singularity, as it was defined in (1.16), is a 
vanishing lattice in the sense of chapter 2. So for singularities 
of odd dimension we can apply the algebraic theory developed in the 
previous chapters. But we can sharpen the results by adding geometric 
information. A first example is provided by the case of curve 
singularities. 
(9.1) If (X ,0) is an isolated complete intersection singularity of 
dimension 1, then its Milnor fibre is an oriented two-dimensional 
real manifold with boundary. As is well known, for the intersection 
form on the first homology group of such a manifold the numbers d 
defined in (3.1) are all equal to 1. Indeed, a possible choice of a 
symplectic basis is suggested by the following picture: 
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So the classification of vanishing lattices for isolated complete 
Intersection singularities of curves is a lot simpler than the 
general classification. In fact it suffices to know the mod 2 
reduction. 
(9.2) The situation for hypersurface singularities is also much 
better than for a general i.c.i.s. First, it follows from (1.13) and 
(1.15) that vanishing lattices of hypersurface singularities admit a 
weakly distinguished basis. So by (6.6) these vanishing lattices 
belong to the types A , A , СГ , CT and CTL (and m the latter case 
the number d„ has to be odd). 4 
Secondly, we can use the classification of hypersurface singularities 
as given by Arnol'd (1976). According to this classification any 
hypersurface singularity which is not isomorphic to some A or D 
(notations as in (1.2)) is adjacent to a singularity of type E . It 
о 
follows from (1.17) that the vanishing lattice of a hypersurface 
singularity that is not A or D contains a copy of the vanishing 
ä 
lattice of E , which is О (1,1,1;0). Hence the mod 2 reduction contains 
о 1 
ä 
a lattice of type 0 (6,0;IF. ). By (5.14) and the above observation 
on weakly distinguished basis the type of the lattice can only be 
СГ , 0 or (J . Moreover, the invariants d_ and d, associated to the 
intersection form, have to be 1. 
As is well known, weakly distinguished basis for the vanishing 
lattices of the A and D -singularities are given by the following 
graphs : 
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Summarizing, we get the following theorem: 
(9.3) Theorem: The vanishing lattice of an isolated hypersurface 
singularity is of type 
A e V (1,...,1;0) for A 
Aodd(l,...,l;l;») for A 
A0dd(l,...,l;2,-») for D. 
A (i,...,i;i) for D, 
2n 
2n+l 
2n 
2n+l 
# ê 
Oj (l,l,l,d4,...,dn;p) , 0*(l,l,l,cl4,...,dn;p) or 
О (1,1,l,d.,...,d ;p;k_) for other singularities 
(in the O
n
-case d. has to be odd). 
(9.4) In general it is an open question whether weakly distinguished 
bases exist for vanishing lattices of isolated complete intersection 
singularities. What we can say however, is that the monodromy group 
leaves a quadratic form invariant, and, for classification purposes, 
this is almost as good. Let us prove the existence of such an 
invariant quadratic form. 
If X is a Milnor fibre of an η-dimensional isolated complete 
intersection singularity in С , then X is (n-1)-connected by (1.13). 
s 
Hence the Hurewicz homomorphism tr (X ) -» H (X ) is an isomorphism if 
η s η s 
η > 1, and a surjection if η = 1. (See for example Spanier (1966).) 
This implies that any homology class χ € Η (Χ ) can be represented by 
a raap S ->• Χ , and if η > 1 this map is unique up to homotopy. Instead 
of a map S -> X we rather use a map S x D •+ X , and we choose it 
s s 
to be an immersion. We want to single out a regular homotopy class in 
which to choose this immersion, and we do this in the following way. 
First we recall that the tangent bundle TX of X is trivial 
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as a complex vector bundle by (1.5). Since X is a fibre of the map 
s 
f : Χ -»• S, whose differentials df.,...,df are linearly independent 
along X , these differentials give us a trivialization of the normal 
bundle of X in X. The Whitney sum of these bundles is the restriction 
of the tangent bundle of X, which has a canonical trivialization 
n+k 
since X is an open part of С . Together these data determine a 
stable trivialization of the tangent bundle of X , and this m turn 
determines a trivialization unique up to homotopy, essentially 
because the pair (GL(n+k,C), GL(n,C)) is 2n-connected. In particular 
we obtain a trivialization of the tangent bundle of X viewed as a 
real vector bundle. 
Next we choose a trivialization of the tangent bundle T(D x D ). 
Restriction to Ξ x D C D x D gives a trivialization of the 
tangent bundle of S x D . 
Now we apply the Smale-Hirsch immersion theory in the version 
formulated in the introduction of the paper of Poénaru (1971). In the 
present situation this theory says that the tangent map from the space 
of immersions S x D •+ X to the space of bundle monomorphisms 
s 
T(S x D ) -*• TX is a weak homotopy equivalence. Since both T(S x D ) 
and TX have been given a trivialization, the map S x D -*• X 
determined by the homology class χ can be extended to a bundle 
monomorphism T(S χ D ) -»• TX in such a way that the induced map on 
fibres is the identity of Ж . Lifting to the space of immersions 
gives a preferred regular homotopy class of immersions. 
Finally we define q(x) to be the number of self-intersections counted 
modulo 2 of the zero section S x 0 associated to such an immersion. 
This does not depend on choices within the given regular homotopy 
class. 
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The map q constructed in this way is a quadratic function associated 
to the intersection form, in the sense of (2.11). A proof can be 
found in the book of Wall (1970), ch. 5. Most of that proof may be 
skipped in the case we have to deal with, but if η = 1, there is a 
slight complication since it has to be proven that q(x) does not 
depend on the choice of the homotopy class in π (X ). 
In order to prove that this quadratic function is left invariant 
by the monodromy group we use the fact that the fundamental group of 
S-D acts on X by diffeomorphisms. These diffeomorphisms respect the 
stable tnvialization on the tangent bundle since they respect the 
trivialization on the normal bundle: indeed, the normal bundles of 
all Milnor fibres can be trivialized simultaneously by df ,...,df . 
The invariance of the quadratic function now follows, since its 
definition depends only on the choice of the trivialization. Then it 
is a consequence of (2.12) that q(x) = 1 if χ is a vanishing cycle. 
(9.5) For the classification of vanishing lattices of isolated 
complete intersection singularities this means that lattices of the 
types Sp (2n,p;F_) with η >_ 2 or A'(2n,p;:iF ) with η even cannot 
occur as mod 2 reductions, since these lattices do not admit a 
quadratic function, invariant under the monodromy group. If we 
combine this result with (Θ.2) we get that Γ is always equal to 
V
n n
 V' for a vanishing lattice coming from an i.c.i.s. of odd 
dimension. 
(9.6) Isolated complete intersection singularities of even dimension 
give rise to symmetric vanishing lattices. The results of Ebeling 
(1984) described in (3.13) apply to all hypersurface singularities^ 
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with the exception of almost all Τ -singularities (see (1.2)), and 
p,q,r 
also to two-dimensional isolated complete intersection singularities 
4 
in С , with the exception of almost all Τ -singularities (see 
p,q,r,s 
(1.2) again). In the exceptional cases Γ is not of finite index in 
О (V). For details and references to earlier partial results we refer 
to the paper of Ebeling. 
(9.7) Example : A nice class of isolated hypersurface singularities 
is formed by the so-called Brieskorn-Pham singularities. They are 
n+1 m. 
defined by a function f : С •+• С given by ζ •* ϊ (ζ.) , where 
i=l 1 
(m , ...,m .) is a sequence of natural numbers >^  2. 
According to Gabrielov (1973) the modulo 2 reduction of the associated 
vanishing lattice has a weakly distinguished basis В = {a }, where I 
runs over the set of (n+l)-tupels of integers such that 1 <_ I(i) ^ m . 
for all i € {l,...,n+l}. With respect to this basis the intersection 
form is given by 
<aT,aT> = 1 iff I fi J and I-J £ {0,1} П + 1 U {0,-1} П + 1. 
Clauwens (1983) has computed the isomorphism type of the associated 
quadratic form (V,<-,->,q ). In order to state the result we write 
В 
m. = r.s where r. is odd and s is a power of 2. On the odd integers 
we define a map Я with values in W as follows: 
Ω(ρ) = 0 if ρ = ±1 mod θ, Ω(p) = 1 if ρ = ±3 mod Θ. Finally we write 
gcd for greatest common divisor. 
If all exponents m. are even, then 
q (V ) = IF if the number of i for which s. equals s is even 
В U 2 i 
for all s >_ 4. 
Arf(Ч-) = 1 if the number of i for which s. equals s is even 
В i 
for s _> θ, and 1 modulo 4 for s = 4. 
Arf(q ) = 0 otherwise. 
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If not all components m. are even, then we write d for the greatest 
common divisor of the odd components, and we define c. € ]F_ to be 1 
iff m. is even and the number of j for which s. equals s is even for 
n+1 
s > s. . Now q^íV.) = 0 and Arf(qJ = ß(d) + Σ c.n(gcd(d,r, ) ) . 
1 tí U В l· 1 
For η = 1 the cases with q_(V
n
) = IF« were already determined by 
Wajnryb (1980). 
If at most one exponent m. is greater than 2, say m., then the 
singularity is of type A ,. If two exponents are 3, and all others 
"Г
1 
are 2, then the singularity is of type D . In all other cases a 
Brieskorn-Pham singularity deforms to the singularity E.. Hence the 
mod 2 reduction of its vanishing lattice is determined by the 
quadratic form. 
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10. Other geometric applications 
(10.1) In (9.2) we noticed that the vanishing lattices of 
singularities of the type A and D belong to the isomorphism classes 
ev odd _ , 
in the A and A series, whereas this is not the case for the 
remaining isolated hypersurface singularities. Let us try to give a 
geometrical interpretation of this fact. 
A miniversal deformation of a curve singularity of type A may be 
μ+1 μ 
represented by f : С •* С given by 
(х,У,а ,...,a ,) •*• (y + х У + Σ ax™' ai<---'a,, i' 
1 μ-1 . m 1 μ-l 
m=l 
(see Looijenga (1984), section (6.7)). 
* 
Because of the "good" С -action on the whole situation, f is 
topologically equivalent to a good representative of its germ at the 
origin. In particular, a non-singular fibre X = f (s) is an affine 
curve, homeomorphic to a Milnor fibre. Projection on the x-coordinate 
realizes X as a ramified covering of С of degree 2. Completion of 
both С and X to smooth compact curves gives a degree 2 map π : Y -»· ЛР , 
i.e. Y is a hyperelliptic curve. 
If ( ,<-,->,Д) denotes the vanishing lattice of the A -singularity, 
then the genus g of Y is equal to half the rank of V', i.e. by if μ 
is even, and Ыу-І) if y is odd. Comparison of the Euler characteristics 
of Y and IP by Hurwitz' formula gives: π has 2g+2 ramification points, 
i.e. μ+2 if μ is even, and μ+l if μ is odd. Since the restriction πι has 
lXs 
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μ+l ramification points, it follows that IT is ramified above « £ Л» 
if u is even, and that π (») consists of two points if μ is odd. 
Geometrically we can obtain a weakly distinguished basis of vanishing 
cycles as follows. Let P.,...,Ρ denote the points of С over which 
πι is ramified, and join P. and P. by a segment γ. such that 
l*
s
 i i + l ι 
γ. Γ) γ = 0 if |i-j| > 1, and γ. Π γ. ={p. }. The inverse image 
of such a segment consists of two segments in X , one in each sheet 
of the covering space. Together these two segments form a circle, 
which, endowed with an orientation, represents a non-trivial homology 
class 6. in H.(X ). 
ι I s 
or 
Pl Y l P2 Y 2 P3 Pu YP Vi 
The resulting classes S. form a basis of H.(X ). If we let Ρ approach 
Ρ . along the arc γ. (i.e. we change the point s £ С , and let it 
approach a point whose fibre has a quadratic singularity since the 
V-l 
zeroes P. and P. . of the polynomial χ + Σ a χ degenerate to a 
m=l 
double zero P·,.) then 6. is the vanishing cycle associated to this 
ordinary double point. So here we have our weakly distinguished basis. 
It is clear that 6. and δ do not intersect if |i-j| > 1, and that 
< δ., 6 .> =+1, depending on the choice of orientations. 
This geometric construction provides us with a new view of the 
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vanishing lattices A (2n;0;]P_) , A (2n,liTF-) and their monodromy 
groups. Each vanishing cycle 6. contains two points of 
{it P., ,ir Ρ ,,}, namely π P. and π Ρ. ,. The transvection with 
1 μ+l 1 1+1 
respect to δ , resp. 6 changes this pair of points to 
{TÍ PJ.I» π ^І+І^ resp. {π Ρ , π Ρ .}, and these also correspond 
to vanishing cycles. Indeed, P. . and P. . can be joined by a segment 
avoiding the other Ρ , and if the end points approach each other we 
get an ordinary double point. In this way the Т
л
 act as neighbour 
ôi 
transpositions in the set {π P.,...,π Ρ ..}» and vanishing cycles 
correspond to subsets of two elements. The monodromy group Γ is the 
symmetric group on the points π Ρ.,.,.,π P
+ 1 - So here we have a 
geometric view of the result proven in (4.12). 
(10.2) There is a similar construction for the plane curve 
singularities D and for the curve singularities S (μ >^  5) given by 
2 2 u-3 (x,y,z) -»• (x +y +z ,yz) . (Hie notation S was introduced by Giusti 
(1977, 19Θ3). Wirthmuller (1984) denotes these singularities by 
D .[*].) As an illustration, let us treat the case D . 
μ-1 μ 
For a miniversal deformation of this singularity we can take 
f : ε μ + 1 •* С У given by 
μ-2 
(χ,у,a ,...,3
 0,b) -»• (xy +χ
μ
~ + E a xm+2by, a,,...,a ,b) 
ι μ—Ä . m i y-¿ 
m=l 
Let us study the Milnor fibre over the point (t,a.,...,a _,b). Since 
the last μ-l coordinates of points in this fibre are constant, we are 
essentially dealing with a curve in the (x,y)-plane given by the 
equation 
•2 μ-l U - 2 m 
х у + х и + E a x + 2by = t . 
m=l 
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Multiplying this equation by χ gives 
7 μ-2 -
(xy+b) + χμ + Σ a χ - tx-b^ = 0 
. m 
m=l 
but we have to make the restriction that y = t/ 7 h if χ = 0. This curve 
can be mapped to the curve in the (x,z)-plane with equation 
ζ + Ρ(χ) = 0, where Ρ(χ) = x + Z a x - t x - b , the map g being 
m=l 
given by (x,y) •+ (x,xy+b) . The latter curve admits a degree 2 map to С 
determined by projection on the x-coordinate. There are μ ramification 
points, corresponding to the zeroes of the polynomial P. The inverse 
image of 0 £ С consists of the two points (0,b) and (0,-b), but only 
the first of these is in the image of the map g. So the Milnor fibre 
we started with is obtained from a hyperelliptic curve (i.e. a curve 
admitting a degree 2 map to IP ) by deleting the inverse image of » 
and one point without ramification. 
By Hurwitz' formula we see that there is ramification at " iff μ is 
odd. We draw a picture of the vanishing cycles like we did in the 
A -case. Here we choose two segments connecting Ρ . and Ρ , in 
distinct homotopy classes rel {Ρ ,,P } in C-{0}. 
μ-1 μ 
б1 δ2 
or 
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We get the well known intersection diagram: 
ιμ-1 
3 μ-2 
(10.3) To any vanishing lattice of type A (2n,p;IF2) or A (2n,p;IF ) 
we can associate a family of hyperelliptic curves with some points 
missing, in such a way that the monodromy group of this family gives 
rise to the monodromy group of the vanishing lattice. We let E denote 
1 if the lattice is of type A 0 , and 0 if it is of type A . We choose 
distinct points {», P.,...,Ρ , Qj/.-./O _
e
} in IP . For 
i = 1, ,2n-l+e we join the points P. and Ρ . by a line segment γ 
avoiding the points Q. and ш , such that these segments do not have 
any non-trivial intersections, as in (10.1). To join P_ . and P. ,,, 1
 2n+e 2η+1+ε 
we choose ρ+1-ε line segments Y. ,...,γ_ , in distinct homotopy 
2n+e 2n+p 
classes rel ÍP2n+e'P2n+1+e> in Π· 1- {Q1 %.z'^ · a n d w i t h 
appropriate non-intersecting conditions. 
We construct the unique two-sheeted cover of IP with ramification 
over P. ,...,P_ . (and » if ε = 0 ) . From the resulting hyperelliptic 
curve we delete the points over ш, and also one point over each Q . 
All this is done for all configurations of {P.,...,P_ . } and for 
fixed {ш,0,,...,Q }. In this way we find a family of hyperelliptic 1 ρ-ε 
curves. The inverse images of the segments γ. determine vanishing 
cycles corresponding to a pair of neighbouring points approaching 
each other along the path γ.. 
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Moving the points P. determines a path in the configuration space. We 
get a loop if this motion ends in the original configuration (up to 
permutations of the P.). Such a loop determines a diffeomorphism of the 
punctured hyperelliptic curve, and the resulting monodromy group on 
homology level is the monodromy group of the vanishing lattice we 
started with. Its semisimple part Γ is exactly the permutation group 
of the points Pi P 2 n + 1 + e· 
(10.4) The theory of vanishing lattices can also be applied to 
Lefschetz pencils, and in fact the vanishing cycle formalism has its 
origin in the study of these. A good reference for this section is 
Lamotke (1981). 
N 
A pencil of hyperplanes in a complex projective space IP consists of 
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all hyperplanes containing a fixed (N-2)-dimensional projective 
N 
subspace A, the axis of the pencil. Hyperplanes in IP correspond to 
ν N 
points of the dual projective space IP , and a pencil of hyperplanes 
ν N 
corresponds to a line L in IP . 
N 
Given a non-singular variety X of dimension η in IP , we consider the 
intersections of hyperplanes in a pencil with X. If Η is a hyperplane, 
then Η Π X is non-singular iff Η is not tangent to X. The set of 
ν ν Ν 
tangent hyperplanes to X is parametrized by a subvariety X in IP , 
ν 
the so-called dual variety. In general X is a hypersurface with 
ν 
singularities. A generic line L intersects X transversally in r 
ν ν 
regular points, where r = deg X if X is a hypersurface, and r = 0 if 
ν 
X is of lower dimension. The number r is sometimes called the class 
of X. The axis A of the pencil of hyperplanes corresponding to a 
generic line L intersects the variety X transversally. If we blow up 
X along Χ Π A, then the resulting space Y is non-singular. There is 
a natural map f : Y •* L whose fibre over t € L is the hyperplane 
section Η Л X, so its critical values are the points of intersection 
ν 
of L and X. Each singular fibre contains exactly one singular point, 
which is quadratic. If we remove the critical values and the singular 
fibres over them we get а С -locally trivial fibre bundle f : Y -»· L , 
with a monodromy action of the fundamental group of L on the 
homology of the fibre. This action is trivial except in the middle 
dimension n-1, where the monodromy group Γ is generated by the 
automorphisms T, : χ •*• χ + <χ,δ > δ, . Here <-,-> denotes the 6l i i 
intersection form, and the δ are the vanishing cycles corresponding 
to the quadratic singularities mentioned above. (Compare chapter 1.) 
The automorphisms T. are conjugate in Γ, essentially because the 
по 
ν 
smooth part of X is connected, see Lamotke (1981), (7.5.1). 
Furthermore T
r
 ,...,TC = id, if suitable signs are chosen. 
51 6r 
The vanishing cycles generate a subgroup V of the middle homology 
group modulo torsion, called the vanishing homology. The intersection 
form <-,-> is symmetric if η is odd, and skew-symmetric if η is even. 
According to the hard Lefschetz theorem, cf. Lamotke (19Θ1), (4.1.Θ), 
the restriction of the intersection form to V is nondegenerate if 
coefficients in Ζ are chosen (i.e. V = {0}). 
It is a consequence of lemma (2.5) that the triple 
( ,<-,->,Г.{&.,...,& }) is a vanishing lattice in the sense of (2.1) 
or (2.2) iff there exist 6,6' € Г.{6,...,6 } such that <δ,δ,> = 1. 
Such δ,δ' exist if there is a hyperplane section of X having an 
isolated singularity other than an ordinary double point. Probably 
this condition is always fulfilled if V ¿ {0}. 
Of course all integral vanishing lattices arising in this way are 
non-degenerate, by the above. In particular their ranks are even. The 
mod 2 reduction of the vanishing homology always has the structure of 
a vanishing lattice over IF». But here we only get the result that 
the rank is even, since the hard Lefschetz theorem does not hold for 
homology with coefficients in IF . 
Concerning the question on δ,S' £ Γ.ίδ.,.,.,δ } with <δ,δ,> = 1, we 
remark that there is a cubic hypersurface whose intersection with the 
variety X has an A»-singularity in a given point χ € X. Indeed, we 
Ν N 
may assume that χ = 0 £ С с IP . Then there exists a surjective ring 
homomorphism C[z.,..., ζ ] -> 0 .л where 0
 n
 denotes the local 
1 N X#u/rn _. X,U 
ring of 0 £ X, and m its maximal ideal. The kernel contains 
4 
(ζ.,...,ζ ) , so there exists a polynomial f of degree 3 in 
Ill 
C[z.f...fz„] such that the image of f is the 3-jet of an 
1 N 
A -singularity. Homogenizing f gives a projective cubic hypersurface 
whose intersection with X has an A -singularity. 
It follows that the above condition on δ,δ' with <δ,δ,> = 1 can be 
N 
fulfilled after a triple embedding of ЛР , since this maps inter­
sections with cubics to intersections with hyperplanes. 
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Scheef-symmetrische verdwijnende roosters 
Samenvatting 
De inhoud van dit proefschrift valt uiteen in drie delen. In het eer-
ste deel, hoofdstuk 1, wordt de constructie besproken van een bepaal-
de algebraische invariant voor een klasse van singulariteiten van 
complex-analytische ruimten, namelijk de geïsoleerde volledige door-
snede singulariteiten. Het lezen van dit hoofdstuk, dat overigens 
bekende stof bevat, vereist enige (algebraïsch) topologische voorkennis. 
De invariant waar het om gaat is een vrije abelse groep, voorzien van 
een bilineaire vorm en een zekere verzameling voortbrengers. 
De algebraïsche structuur die we zo krijgen wordt bestudeerd in het 
tweede deel, bestaande uit de hoofdstukken 2-8. Hieraan komt geen 
meetkunde te pas, en dit deel kan los van de andere twee delen gele-
zen worden. Er is geen gespecialiseerde voorkennis nodig en er wordt 
nauwelijks een beroep gedaan op de literatuur. Dit deel van het proef-
schrift bevat de belangrijkste resultaten. 
De hoofdstukken 9 en 10 vormen het laatste deel. Hierin wordt de 
meetkunde uit het eerste deel gecombineerd met de algebra uit het 
tweede. Bovendien wordt de theorie toegepast in andere meetkundige 
situaties, zoals die van Lefschetz-pencils. 
We geven nu een samenvatting van de afzonderlijke hoofdstukken. 
In hoofdstuk 1 bekijken we een goede representant f : X -»• S van een 
miniversele deformatie van een geïsoleerde volledige doorsnede 
singulariteit. Als we met D de verzameling van kritieke waarden van 
f aangeven, dan is de beperking van f boven S-D een С -lokaal 
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triviale ve ze lb lindel. We hebben dan een monoâromie-actie van de 
fundamentaalgroep van S-D op de vezel X boven een punt s £ S-D. Op 
homologie-niveau krijgen we alleen een interessante actie op H (X ). 
De zo ontstane ondergroep van Aut (H (X )) heet de monodromie-groep. 
л, 
De intersectie-vorm op H (X ), die symmetrisch is als η even is, en 
scheef-symmetrisch als η oneven is, wordt gerespecteerd door deze 
monodromie-groep. 
\ -
In Η (X ) hebben we een klasse van speciale elementen, de zogenaamde 
verdwijnende cykels. ledere verdwijnende cykel wordt voorgesteld 
door een η-sfeer in X die verdwijnt als de vezel X naar een 
s
 J
 s 
singuliere vezel bewogen wordt met precies een singulier punt, waar 
de Hessiaan van f niet ontaard is. De verzameling van verdwijnende 
cykels brengt H (X ) voort, en de monodromiegroep wordt voortgebracht 
door automorfismen T. : χ •*· χ + <χ,δ> 6, waar S een verdwijnende cykel 
is. Voor even η zijn de T. spiegelingen, want <δ,δ> is dan + 2. Voor 
oneven η krijgen we symplectische transvecties. 
De latere hoofdstukken zijn hoofdzakelijk van belang voor het oneven-
dimensionale geval. Voor de even-dimensionale situatie wordt de lezer 
verwezen naar Ebeling (1984). 
Voor R = Ζ of IF_ bekijken we in hoofdstuk 2 een vrij R-moduul V van 
eindige rang, voorzien van een alternerende bilineaire vorm <-,->. 
Voor δ 6 V definiëren we een automorfisme T, : V ·*· V door 
χ •+ χ - <χ,δ> δ, en voor Δ с ν geven we met Γ de ondergroep van 
Aut (V,<-,->) aan die wordt voortgebracht door de T* met δ € Δ. Ζο'η 
groep Γ, laat het radicaal van de bilineaire vorm <-,->, aangegeven 
met V , puntsgewijs vast. Een drietal (V,<-,->,Δ) heet een 
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(scheef-symmetrisch) verdwijnend rooster als (i) Δ een Γ -baan is, 
(ii) Δ de hele V voortbrengt, en (iii) er δ.ιδ- € Δ zijn met 
<δ1,δ2> = 1, tenzij rang (V) = 1. 
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat de eerste belangrijke resultaten over deze ver­
dwijnende roosters. Het probleem van het karakteriseren van Δ en Γ = Γ 
wordt hier teruggebracht tot het corresponderende probleem voor de 
mod 2 reductie van het rooster. In het bijzonder wordt bewezen dat de 
monodromie-groep Γ van eindige index is in de ondergroep van 
Aut (V,<-,->) bestaande uit automorfismen die triviaal werken op V_. 
Deze resultaten generaliseren werk van A'Campo (1979), Wajnryb (1980) 
en Chmutov (1982). 
De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 behandelen verdwijnende roosters over ÜF , dus 
in het bijzonder de mod 2 reducties van gehele roosters. We vinden 
karakteriseringen voor Γ en Δ. Ook hier gaat het weer om een 
generalisatie van resultaten van A'Campo (1979) en Wajnryb (1980). 
Bovendien geven we een volledige classificatie. In hoofdstuk 6 geven 
we met behulp daarvan ook een classificatie voor gehele roosters. 
Door de resultaten van de hoofdstukken 3-5 te combineren krijgen we 
een karakterisering van Δ voor gehele roosters. Om dat ook voor Γ voor 
elkaar te krijgen is wat extra werk nodig. Voor een belangrijke klasse 
van verdwijnende roosters is dat werk gedaan door Chmutov (1983). 
In hoofdstuk 7 geven we algemeen geldige resultaten. Om die te 
bereiken gebruiken we de zogenaamde variatie extensie van de 
monodromie-groep. In het bijzonder krijgen we een nieuw bewijs voor 
het resultaat van Chmutov. 
STELLINGEIJ 
behorende bi] het proefschrift "Skew-symmetric vanishing lattices" 
van W.A.H. Janssen 
1 
Laat Γ de monodromlegroep zijn van een scheef-symmetrisch verdwijnend 
rooster over Z, zoals gedefinieerd in (2.1) van dit proefschrift, en 
laat Γ zijn variatie-extensie zijn zoals in (7.3). Wanneer de kern К 
van het kanonieke horaomorfisme Г -»• Г opgevat wordt als een ondergroep 
van de groep van symmetrische elementen in V Θ V», dan is К van ein­
dige index in deze groep. Het quotient bestaat uit 8-torsie, en zelfs 
odd 
uit 2-torsie als het rooster niet van type A is. 
2 
Laat het drietal ( ,<-,->,Д) voldoen aan de axioma's voor een scheef-
symraetrisch verdwijnend rooster over Z, zoals geformuleerd in (2.1) 
van dit proefschrift, behalve aan de conditie dat er δ ,6 € Δ zijn 
met <6 ,δ„> = 1. Laat bovendien de rang van V groter zijn dan 1. 
Definieer Δ = {χ € V | <xrV> = Ζ en χ £ Δ + 2v}. Dan is (V,<-,->,Δ ) 
een verdwijnend rooster. Als (V,<-,->,Δ ) een verdwijnend rooster is 
met Δ с Δ , dan is Δ с Δ с Δ . 
3 
In §2 van het hieronder geciteerde artikel is de aanname dat de karak­
teristiek van het lichaam ongelijk is aan 2 overbodig. 
K. Saito (19 2): A characterization of the intersection form of a 
Milnor's fiber for a function with an isolated critical point. 
Proc. of the Japan Academy 50 Ser. A, No 2, 79-81 = Report 386 
of the Res. Inst, for Math. Sciences, Kyoto. 
4 
De theorie van Oriik & Solomon betreffende de cohomologle van het com­
plement van de vereniging van een eindige collectie complexe hyper-
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In het hierboven geciteerde artikel van Orlik & Solomon zijn de eerste 
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Zij L een meetkundig tralie met rangfunctie r. Voor een natuurlijk 
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